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C11AP'l'ER I 
lliSTOR!: AliD DEVELOPKENT OF THE PFDBLl!Jl 
A. Dltreduotion 
During the past thirt7 7ears, the studr of factors 
involved in occupational choice has become a subject of 
major interest tor ps7ehologists. Starting with the research 
using interest scales, there has been a logical development 
tram the earliest classic trait-aad-tactor anal7sis to 
personalit7 appraisal using inventories and thereafter pro-
jective techniques. Up to the l950•s, the literature is 
replete with research mea.arimg specific personalit7 traits 
or specific occupational groups. In the main, the studies 
were aapirical with little or no attention paid to theoreti-
cal orientation. 
Since that tt.e, tbe research emphasis has s1owl7 
shifted from finding out what traits constitute the specific 
occupational personalit7 to constructing specific testable 
hfpotheaes derived from personalit7 theo~ as tar as choice 
of certain occupations is concerned. Exponents or personal-
it7 theorr have increasingl7 found the subject of occupational 
choice a fruitful field tor theorr testing. The7 stress the 
personalit7 structure of the individual and its dynamic 
-1-
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development as determinants of occupational choice. This 
structure is viewed as the end product of heredity and 
enviroaaent with differences of e.aphasis depending on the 
t.portance ascribed to either factor. 
Borow (1960) classified the distinguishing charac-
teristics or theoretical frames relating to occupational 
choice: 
1. Emphasis is upon the generation ot bfpo-
thetical constructs aad the consequent use of 
explanatory principles and causal connections 
rather than exclusivel7 upon the invention and 
use ot intervening variables in the testing of' 
response-response laws. 
2. Current formulations in ps7cbodynamics are 
iavoked to account for vocational development and 
choice in terms of the subject's need structure. 
3. Ego pa7chology (selt theor7) is .aployed 
to both satisf7 and iaportant source of kaowledge 
about the subject•s behavior and to hJpothesize 
about tb.e relatiou between his perceptiou aDd 
his social choices. In the tirst instance self' 
theory leads exper~eaters to an increased use 
ot subjective observation tools (interviews, self-
inventories, projective devices, and selected 
tJPes ot autobiographical records). In the 
second instance it iatroducea into the language 
ot explanation such ter.as as "self-concept, 
identity formation and role model." 
4• Mov•ent through major prevocational choices 
and subsequent vocational choices is postulated as 
a lawful, hence, bJpothetically predictable process. 
The term "Career Patten" bas been invented to 
CODve7 the notion Of this orderlf progression from 
position to position. These are developed chiefl7 
in axiaaatic for... 
5. Vocational develo}Blent theory •anates from 
general developmental theory and its derivable laws 
hold a f'ol'llal relationship to those ot general 
developmental theor,-. Genetic psycholog, there tore, 
suba'Uiles the stud7 ot the processes ot ph:J'sical, 
iatelleetual, aaotional and social developaent. 
6. Life-long veoation-related behavier occurs 
within an ordered sequence of lite stages and are 
to be interpreted with references to the "vocatioRal 
development" tasks wb1eh each successive lite stage 
poses in the culture. 
7. Childhood experiences contribute t.portantl7 
to the differentiation of capacities and motives 
and, consequently, to the historr of the iDdivid-
ual•s career development. (pp. 63-6~) 
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The foregoing theoretical traaes are by no means aeant 
to represent a set of related propositioas; nor are they 
iatrinsie to aQJ of the newer conceptual s7ste.s of career 
developaent or ohsiee. Purther, the7 should aot be considered 
as coaprising a coaplete list; rather, they represent exa.ples 
of partial theory only, aDd stress the interactive nature of 
tae process of vocatioaal development, the tateraotion of 
persoaal and eaviroaaental factors. Careful appraisal of 
the varied theoretical approaches sbows significant over-
lappiag, although each has seen tit to single out certain 
aspects of the total dynaaic process not at the exclusion 
ot all other concepts, but rather as a major point of 
aaphaais. 
This dissertation has as its major point of aaphasia 
a study of the relationship ot parent-child climate and 
identification (same-sex or opposite-sex) to the selection 
ot a sex-t7ped occupatioa. IJpotheees predicting the degree 
of identification with parents tor persons or both sexes in 
specific oceupations will be developed aDd tested. ID 
addition, bJpotheaes predictiag the perception of recalled 
parent-child clt.ate and its re1atioash1p to identification 
wUl be deTeloped and tested. A desiga will be deTeloped 
aad appropriate statistics applied in the tests of the 
b:Jpotheses. In the remainder ot this c~pter, the historr 
aDd deTelopmeat of the problem will be presented. Chapter 
II will be conoeraed with the deTe1opaent ot a theoretical 
traaework, the statement of the probleWL, and h:Jpotheses. 
B. JUstorioal Backgrouad 
During the early 1920•s, there was a series ot studies 
dealing with interests, cu~inatiag ia the publicatioa in 
1927 ot the Strong Vocational Interest Blaak (1927). Equipped 
with a reliable aeasuriag deTioe tor the first time, Toca-
tioaal researchers atter 1928 were able to produce stUdies 
of a quantitatiye mature. During the 1930•s, measures ot 
perJU.aeaoe of Tocatioaal interest were aa4e which •ployed 
refiaecl. statistical techniques. The appearance of the Kuder 
Preference Record (1939) ia addition to the Strong Vocatieaal 
Interest Blank precipitated turther researoa iato kinds of 
interests, reality ot yocational choices, ettectiyeneas ot 
couaaelliag teohaiques, and many other associated problema. 
~e ~petus giTen to this field ot iayestigation seems, ia 
part at least, to have been related to the improved measuring 
ins truaen ts in the area of human interests. This practical 
advance not only resulted at that time in more exact research 
but later on in the produetion ot more specific taeoriea. 
But like the work of Strong and the other workers in the 
field of vocational iaterest duriag the 1930•s, all of these 
studies were empirical. No attempt was made to iategrate 
the subjective .factors of personality iato vocational tb.eorr 
uatil about 19~0. ~en Stroag (1943) in his .-aumental book 
made it verr clear that he was making no attempts to discover 
the causative influences uaderlying vocatienal choices. 
ParalleliDg this chaxagiag concept of 1llt ereat was a 
graduall7 increasing emphasis oa the methods of clinical 
p&'Joholog in vocational probl-.a. tTD.til the 1920•a, the 
problema of vocational p&'Jcbolog were mail117 those ot 
iatereat, intelligence, aDd aptitude measurement and voca-
tioaal placement relative to tbaae. About thirt7five 7ears 
ago, there began to develop a recognition ot the aaotional 
factors in vocational adjustaent. Kitson (1925) devoted 
tour pages or his book to a descriptive stataaent ot these 
problema. (B7 comparison, Super(l949) devoted eight7 pages 
to topics like attitudes, peraoaality and teapera.ent aad 
their vocatioaal taport.) U.til adequate and acceptable 
measures of peraonalit7 becaae available, research attempts 
to relate the personalit7 aeeda ot the individual to the 
satisfactions offered by a specific occupation were limited. 
Bowever, by 1940, the developaent and refinasent ot personal-
itJ inventories and projective tecaaiques had reached a level 
that allowed for the application or these techniques to the 
measuraaent er personality det~iaants ot oecupatienal 
choice. 
During the earl7 1940' a, research continued with tb.e 
iaterest, aptitude, and intelligence teats. or import was 
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the work done bJ certain investigators (Dutr,., 1940; Sarbin 
aad 5erdie, 1940; and Arsenian, 1943) with the Allport-Vernon 
Study ot Values to iavestigate the relationships between 
vocational interests and specific values. Positive rela-
tionships were tound but no atteapts were made to involve 
personality dynamics as antecedents to the value developments. 
About tba same tille there was evidence or the first 
atte..pts to integrate the subjective factors ot personality 
into vocatioul theo17. The publication of a paper b7 Carter 
(1940) was the forerunner ot similar studies of personality 
and occupational choice. This study has been described as 
the first publianed attempt to synthesize findings, such as 
personality dynamics and interests, into a theory of t~e 
development of vocational interests. This work was followed 
by attempts to do essentially ·the same thing by Darley (1941) 
and Berdie (1944). While the 1930 'a bad been characterized b7 
mmerous studies involving the measurEID.ent and description ot 
vocational interests, the early 1940's were distinguished by 
the first attempts to form a meaningful theory or occupational 
choice. 
As contrasted with limited theoretical contributions, 
the period was significant for the ever-increasing nUDtbers of 
7 
research contributions using personality inventories and pro-
jective techniques. Research using personality ioventoriea 
involved chiefly the Bernreuter Personality Inventory (1931) 
and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (1945> --
tests which measure a number of personality dimensions at the 
same time, rather than single factors. Studies at the 
Kiaaesota Emplo,aeat Stabilization Research Institute used the 
Bernreuter Scale in an attempt to uncover "occupational stereo-
types." Later, studies by Morton (1935) and Dodge (1940) using 
the Bernreuter Personal!~ Inventory confirmed the Minnesota 
results. On the basis of m.ueh ot this work, Bordin (1943) 
expanded, refined, and developed his theoretical frame, to wit: 
1. Different occupations afford differing 
opportunities tor the expression of impulses, for 
the utilization of defenses, and for the organi-
zing of onets dealing with the world. 
2. Occupational groups do vary significantly 
from one another in iaportant personality charac-
teristics, despite themodifying, the perhaps 
obliterating, circumstances that all men have 
basically the same illlpulses a:cd that many occupa-
tions can be bent to serve many aims. 
3. The entire range of occupations can be 
described in teras of the major personality 
dimensions. (p. 60) 
Although the Minnesota Multiphasic PersonalitJ' Invento1'7 
was designed for use with a clinical population, there have 
been studies (Lough, 1946; Vernlaud, 1946; Lewis, 1947; and 
Daniels and Hunter, 1949) which attanpted to show a relatioa-
ship between personality traits, as measured by the inventor7, 
and occupational personalities. Both positive and negative 
8 
findings were reported in the above research. 
During the 1940•s, there was an active attempt to 
utilize the accuaulated knowledge about projective teCbniqpes 
in trring to determine the interrelationship between personal-
ity am. occupational choice. SUrve,- or tbe literature shows 
that counseling psychologists in the United States have 
stroagly urged the adoption or the Rorschach technique tor 
vocational guidance in occupational choice. 'rhe research or 
Munroe (1940), PiotrowskJ (1943), and Rieger (1949) reflects 
such a usage. 'rhey contend that work habits am personality 
types can be determined trom Rorschach records and therefore 
the test can be of considerable help in (1) the selection of 
persons for positions whi~ require aggressive, introversiT&, 
extratensive, and other personality traits; and (2) the 
guidance of students with respect to educational training 
and vocational preparation. 
Kaback (1946) used a group RorschaGn with accountants, 
accountiag students, pharmacists, and pha~ac~ students. 
Although tiading significant di:t:terences between pharmacists 
and acoouatants, and between the two student groups, Kaback 
felt that there was too great an overlap between the account-
ants and pharmacists to consider Rorschach Group Method ot 
much use except as a screening aetl»d 1n vocational guidance. 
Roe (1946, a, b; 1949, 1950, 1951, a; 1953) has done 
extensive research on subjects in ditterent occupations usiag 
projective techniqpes. Separate studies ot artists, biologists, 
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pbfsical scientists and social aoientiats were undertaken with 
a aajor portion of tm results alread7 published. Sbe tould 
significant differences between and similarities within her 
groups, both in DWilerous personalit'f traits and in tamil'1 
attitudes and experiences. 
Research covered during this period has not been based 
upon an7 postulated theor7 of vocational development or con-
ceptualization of persoaalit7 patterns predicted to exist in 
different ocoltpational groups. It is interesting to aote 
that, altbeuga there had been extensive studies using interest 
inventories during this period, the basic findings ot the ver'J 
earliest studies had merel7 been extended rather than altered 
ia &Ill' wa7. The empirical research considered thus tar ma'f be 
regarded as being typical or alaost all or the work done 
between 1910 and 1950. There was a noticeable shifting ot 
&aphasia tram interest patterns to personalit'f measurement, 
but up to this point there was no real S'f&thesis ot the two 
methodologies. What was important was tbe emerging concept 
of the dynamic precess ot "occupational choice" as compared 
to tbe concept of th'e "eccupational personal1t7" and research-
ers were aew becoming more aware of the variables involved ia 
as caaplex a process as "oocupational choice." 
0. Current Theol"J and Research 
In a recent address, Super (1959) asserted that as 
recentl7 as ten 7ears ago, terms such as "career development" 
10 
and ttvocational development" were virtually unknown. The 
number of studies which have filled the journals and texts 
during the past decade show a willingness on the part of 
psychologists to turn to newer conceptual schema as far as 
occupational choice is concerned. The vigor with which 
theorizing and empirical work in career development are 
currently being pursued is a sign of the readiness of psy-
chologists, more especially counseling psychologists, to 
develop broader theoretical frames and conceptually more 
significant models of career development and occupational 
choice. 
An examination of current research in occupational 
psychology shows that we are still a long way from the point 
where we are about to make any real or significant changes 
in counseling methodology or strategies. In faet, due to a 
rather constricted attitude, based on classical trait-and-
factor theories, it was felt that as a branch of behavioral 
science, occupational psychology would not survive since it 
failed to involve itself with the ever-expanding behavior 
theory movement which followed World War II. Berg (1954) 
said that: 
As a result of this serene acceptance of trait 
theory, vocational counseling activity has widened 
in scope during the last decade or two, without 
necessarily providing great improvement in the 
quality of our work as counselors. Certainly there 
has been nothing recent to compare with the gains 
which resulted from the introduction of interest 
and aptitude tests twenty-five years ago. Indeed, 
for the past decade, there has been clear evidence 
11 
tbat we need a new and larger theoretical trmaework 
as indicated b.1 the trivial character of much recentl7 
publiahe4 research on vocatioaal counseling. All or 
this •phaaizes the need tor including trait theery ia 
a broader framework it we are to progress. (pp. 19-20) 
Giazberg (1951) started this recent era with his sig-
nificant text in which he said: 
In modern society practically every individual, 
surely every male and an increasing D.UIIlber ot teaales, 
•ust choose an occupation • • • • individuals and 
groups have been concerned with these quest ions tor 
a long time, but have had to deal with them. without 
a real understanding of hew iDdividuals do in tact 
choose a career • • • • There are good reasons to 
explain wh7 vocational choices are made • • • • There 
are good reasons wh7 the problem has not been a focus 
ot investigation tor psychology or econo.aics • • • • 
Tb.e process has roots in the iaterpla7 or the iadivid-
ual and realit7, and this field is only now begimning 
to be iacluded 1a the boundaries of PS7Chological 
inquiry. {pp. 3-4> 
OU.rreat Theory about Occupational Choice 
Develo:paental Tb.eoriea. Giazberg (1951) tel t that 
occupational choice is a process which takes place over a 
m.intaam period ot six, seven, or even ten years. It involves 
going through fantasy, tentative aDd realistic phases leading 
to irreversible decisions and ol~xing in a final compromise 
between the self-concept and the limitations or reality. Super 
(1957) felt that vocatioaal development is essentially that or 
developing and t.plementing a self-concept. The person then 
chooses work ia which he can play the kiad or role which his 
growth and exploratory experieacea U.ve led h1m to consider 
coagenial and appropriate. This tbillking is contained in an 
extensive list or ten propositions which are theoretically 
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developed in his book. BOppock (1957) has likewise proposed 
a developaental need-oriented theor,- in a series of ten propo-
sitions. Be feels that the needs and demands of individuals 
are probabl7 as varied and complex as the individuals th•-
selves, but if' the individual sees, or even subconsciousl,-
f'eels aDJ wa,- in which the choice or an occupation ma7 help 
to meet his needs, then his needs will affect his choice. 
unconscious Motivation. It has been contended, espe• 
oiall7 in pa,-choanal7tic theor.r, that occupational choice can 
be uDderstood onl,- through a theory that explains the individ-
ual's behavior prtmaril7 in ter.ms of' unconscious forces. 
Brill (1949) suggested tbat there is alwa,-a some ps'feldc 
determillant which lqs the f'ouDdation for the later vocation, 
aDd if' not iaterfered with, the individual is unconsciousl7 
guided to express his subliaation in that form. Porer (1953) 
found the explanation of occupational choices largel7 in the 
personalit7 and emotional needs of' the individual, otten 
operating at an unconscious level and representing a culmina-
tion of the individual•• unique ps,-chological development. 
Segal (1953) suggested tbat an individual t s choice or an 
occupation reflects certain techniques of seeking gratifica-
tion or basic ps,-chological needs. It seems that the indi-
vidual aenaes this in an 1Rtuitive or unconscious :aanner. 
Coaprehensive theories. Elau (1956) concluded that 
the studf ot oceupatioaal choice and selection must also 
involve the eooaom.ic study of' tbra labor markets, the ps,-cho-
logical study of peraonalit7, and the sociological stud7 ot 
social mebilit7. Meadow (1955) and BOlland (1959) each 
found the existing theories to be either too broad or too 
restricting so that they are ot negligible value for inte-
grating present knowledge or stt.ulating further research. 
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At the ttae ot oo~pational choice; the person is easen-
tiall7 a product of a wide variet-y of factors based o:a broad 
interaction with the enviroaaent. This interaction produces 
a broad h1erarch7 of adjustiYe respenses which logicall7 find 
certain occupational enviroiDil• ts which. satisfY tbis hierareb:J' 
better than any other. Kelland presents an interesting con-
ceptual schema out of which be deYelops saae testable h:Jpoth-
esea as well as suggesting same potential researCh in occupa-
tional cheice • 
.ltter a reYiew ot the theoretical literature concerning 
ecaupational choice, it is understaDdable wh7 in 1956 the 
Scientific Careers Project at Colu.bia University under the 
direction of Super, drafted its Worki~ Paper :tlUlli:>er One and 
assa.blecl theorists from the various disciplines and schools 
ot thought in occupational choice theol"J' to attempt to draw 
significant conclusions and possibl7 to establish a conceptual 
tramewerk for a general theol"J' of occupational choice. This 
was not accomplished, but a 1'ull report of tte m.eetiags was 
published the following 7ear (Super and Bachrach, 1957). In 
spite of tle failure to deYelop a general theo17, three major 
areas of theoretical orientation em.erged which serve to aake 
a defillite contribution to the uaierstaading of the d7J1amios 
of vocational development ana occupational choice. These are 
not mutually exclusive viewpoints but rather dif'ferenoea ~ 
.-phasia. Ia a progress report on the Scientific careers 
Project, Bachrach (1957) sUIIIIArizes these viewpoints rather 
tlaoroughl'J': 
1. The ~ew look" im. trait-am-factor theorr. "A 
variation of the new look rejects the classical approach as 
basicall'J' unrewarding insofar as it has concentrated on the 
search for traits which characterize present members ot a 
particular occupation." (p. 74) Kuch meaningful iaformatioa 
has been supplied b'J' the traditional trait-aDd-factor 
theorists, and with a refiaaent of the iD.strum.ents aDd 
teclmiques, it can contiaue te c8 ribute materiall'J' to our 
uDderstandiag of occupatioaal choice. 
2. The Social Sistema Approaoh. Essentiall'J', occupa-
tional choice is seen as a compromising or synthesizing 
process of 1Rteraction between the organism and the eaviron-
ment ia wbieh be .lives. At various age levels, one is con-
fronted with developmental tasks and developmEilt opportunities. 
It is this interactive process wbich affords the basic under-
standi~ of the process of vocatioaal development. 
3. Personality Theories. This viewpoint reflects an 
emphasis on the personalitJ structure ot tm individual. and 
its d'JllaiC development as tbe basic determi:amts ot vocational 
development. 
1.$ 
The analzticallz derived approach claims that psycho-
analytic theor,- otters a suitable .framework for the study ot 
vocational development. This approach suggests tbat there 
are opportunities for need gratification offered by one 
eccupation as opposed to another, and perhaps even by specific 
leYels and tields of occupation. 
The selt-concept ~ identitz tbeorz stresses the gen-
eration and perception ot a self-concept which allows the 
subject to reject certain vocational fields wbile accepting 
ethers in ter.ma of his organized self-concept. 
The concept of iaterperaollal relatioas !.!!! needs 
satisfaction views vocational development as one of tbe results 
ot the interaction ot heredital7 and envirotllllental variables em 
&ll'J" individual. There is particular aphasia on earl7 experi-
ence within the f'am.il7, especially the handling ot need 
satisfaction in the young child. 
Such variables as parental overprotection or 
overdemandi~~gness, parental rejection am neglect, 
and types ot parental acceptance (casual or loviag) 
are seen as important factors influencing the f'oeus 
of vocational activit,.. 'fbeae experi Ellces aalte tor 
the developnent ot basic attitudes, interesta and 
capacities whi cb. gain expression in the general 
pattern of adult life and ultimatelY' in his voca-
tional choice. (p. 74) 
The cultural-psychod,naaic approach aaphasizes that a 
value srstem eaaaunicated by parents and peers, impinges upon 
the individual. These values are introjected and help to 
deter.mine the choice of a career. Adult identification, tami~ 
role, and parental relationships thus are fundamental to later 
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vocational choice. 
Without :faUing to appreciate the ef'f'ort Bachrach put 
into this classif'ication of viewpoints or theoretical frames 
of' reference, one cannot help but notice how similar many of' 
them are and how interdependent the variables seem to be. 
This ao doubt has created much of' the di:ff'icult7 researchers 
eacounter in their attanpt to maintain uniqueness of' approach 
- a uniqueness wbich prevents evolution ot a genera117 
accepted theory of' occupational Choice. Until they all decide 
w}Q' they are interested in this knowledge am how it may beat 
be applied, research will continue to be fragmented and or 
liaited practical value as tar as counseling psychology is 
concerned. 
Current Research in Occupational Choice 
Kuch ot the recent research ia occupational Choice 
f'alls into one or the other or these theoretical orientations 
am. in its own emphasis contributes to the overall frame of' 
reference. Still, very :few have developed theoretical :frame-
works :from which they could develop testable hypotheses. 
Th& first investigator to depart from the pattern ot 
surve7ing general personalit7 measures aDd to construct 
specific testable hypotneses derived tran ps7choanalytic 
theory about particular occupations was Segal (1953). He 
wrote that ". • • since it is personalit7 theor7 which is 
at the basis ot counseling, it would seem to be a research 
need to relate the kind ot :findings reported to a theoretical 
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framework." (p. 21) Segal, in a stud,- or accountants and 
creative writers, made b:Jpotheses regardi:rg differences in 
identification, use or defense mechanisms, am subliaat ion 
which he tested b7 means of specific predictions about 
responses to the Rorschach, Bender Gestalt, and a concept 
formation test. His positive findings included (1) no 
differences in general adjustment level; (2) greater aware-
ness of feeliqgs and emotions 1D writers, and greater attempts 
at control ever aaotions in accountants; (3) greater tolerance 
or amb1gu1t,- in writers; (~) freer expression of hoatilit,- in 
writers; (5) aore rigid and teartul identification in account-
ants and greater evidence ot seeking for multiple identifica-
tions ia the writers. 
Published the same year as Segal • s work was a atud7 b7 
Weinstein (1953) which used a Q-scrt technique to predict 
personality di:f'ferenees between la1r7ers, doctors, and social 
werkers. As was the ease with Segal, Weinstein de'Yeloped a 
job-role model for each of lds classifications and tbea 
deyeloped same testable bJpotheses based on psychoanalytic 
theory ia which he predicted which or the anal,-tic persoaalit,-
orientatioas they would tit; e.g., oral aggressive, tor lawyer. 
The results et his research aeeaed to substantiate a relation-
ship between psycho-sexual deYelopment and oecupatioaal choice. 
Sietelaan am ;reck (196o) did a study in which tbe7 
predicted tlB personality aodel of tbr ee occupational groups 
based on certain theoretical formulations. As their groups 
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the1' chose chemists, m.ilitar;r career officers, and JILinisters. 
The theoretical formations uDderl;ring this research were: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
~. 
Individuals possess stable and unique personalit1' 
aeed patterns. 
Ditterent vocations or vocational areas have 
ditterent job-role requiraaents. 
lDdividuals choose their vocations because they 
believe (consoioua1.1' or unconseiousl1') tbat the job-role requirements ot their chosen occupation 
perm! t them to satiety some ot their dominant 
personality needs. 
The job-role requir•ents ot a g1 ven "occupation" 
or "vocation" area satisf7 some ot the dominant 
personalit;y needs ot a certain kind ot individual. 
The majorit;y ot individuals ia a given occupation, 
therefore, share a comaoa personalit;y need pattern 
that is ditterent from the personality need patterns 
characterizing iadividuals in other vocational 
groups. 
'fhe results or the study conti:naed the principle h1'Poth-
eais that the manbers or di:rterent vocational groups manitest 
distinct and different personality patterns. 
D. Developaent of the Problem 
Roe (1957), on the basis or her research and broad 
clinical experience, has proposed a tbeor;y which links occupa-
t 1Dnal choice to earlier chUdh.God experiences. She tel t that 
the frustration and satisfaction o.f basic needs are clearly 
related to the parental handling or children and the pa.,.cho-
logical climate or the home. Such Yariabl es as parental over-
protection and pressure, parental rejection and neglect, and 
tJPes of parental acceptance (casual or loving) are important 
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factors iatluencing the focus of vocational activit,r. Experi-
en.ees with such variables, according to Roe, aaltes tor the 
development of basic attitudes, iDterests, and capacities 
which ga1a expression in th.e gelleral pattern of adult life, 
in interpersonal relations, ani ia vocational choice. 
According to her theory, t m parmts interact dth the child 
in an emotional climate which is characterized by accepting 
or rejecting attitudes, and these attitudes develop in the 
child a direction ef attention which is eithEr towards 
persons or not towards persons. Since 1957 certain research 
in the area of occupational. choice h.as been stimulated by 
Roe•s speculative theorr concerning early determiaants ot 
vocational choice. 
Concurrent with the presentation of Roe•s bJpothesis 
was the publication of a significant stud7 b~ Iacbaann (1957) 
which represented a departure from tbe typical studies ot 
occupational choice, in that the main intent was not to in-
vestigate how certain groups differ in adult personality as 
measured by current personalit7 tests, but rather to determine 
whether they differ in the childhood experiences that mignt 
lead to the vocational cboioe and to the personality needs so 
expressed. As her vocational areas she used law, social work 
and dentistr)". lf1potheses were then made regarding the earl7 
experiences which PB7choanal7tic theory would require to account 
for the adult job behavior. The bJpotheses were tested on tae 
basis of specific predictions regarditg infor.aation gained 
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trom. structured biographical iateniews, with the overall 
significance of all the tests relevant to a specific bJPoth-
esia being used. as the criterion tor acceptance or rejection 
of that bfpothesis. The findings were genarall'J in keepiag 
with the tbeoretical framework. 
Grigg (1959) was the first person to test Roets bfpoth-
esis using a speeially designed 15-itan questionnaire devised 
to reflect the kinds of parental reaction postulated by Roe. 
lie obtained two groups ot woaen, on.e icientiti ed wi t.h science 
and aataematies, the other wita aursing. Roe•s bJpotheais 
would predict that those identified with science aDd mathe-
aatics would report colder, less attentive treatment by their 
parents, whereas tbos e identified with nursing would report 
•~er, more Cbild-centered treat.ent. The general bJpothesis 
waa aot supported b7 the study. Although there was no signif-
icant difference between the groups in their early experience 
with parents, waaen in science had a significantly greater 
interest in things and gadgets than in companionship. 
Hagen (1959) tested Roe•s general hJpothesis using 
longitudinal data on former Hanard students which was avail-
able to him. Remarks relevant to the early childhood period 
were excerpted, and these excerpts were independently rated 
according to Roe's dimensions. Careers were predicted froa 
these ratings. He failed to obtain tbe expected frequencies 
ot distribution ia the various occupations as she predicted, 
and he concluded that the stated theory was oversimplified. 
It was his recommendation that future research be concerned 
with the clim te in which one or another parent and child 
interact as opposed to the generalized parent climate. In 
addition, one should pa7 attention to the response of the 
Child to this climate, seeing it it is defensive or non-
defensive, and at the same time relating the response to 
the particular climate. 
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utton (1960) tested two hypotheses from Roe•s theory, 
namely (1) those persons in towards-persons occupations would 
manifest greater altruistic love of people than those in not-
towards-persons occupations, and (2) persons in towards-
persons occupations would recall their childhood environment 
as having been warmer than that of subjects smployed in not-
towards-persons occupations. Be used the Allport-Vernon Stud7 
of Values to test the first hypothesis, and it was confirmed 
by the data. Using a modified Fels Parent Behavior Rating 
Scale, Utton found no significant differences between groups 
and was unable to uphold his aeoolicl 11Jpotheais. 
Switzer (1962) tested the bJpothesis by usimg two male 
groups, ministers and chs.mists, Who b7 job-role description 
represent a towards-persons orientation and a net-towards-
persons orientation. They measured the interaction of each 
parent separately with a questioDD&ire designed to aeasure 
"rejecting" and "overdemanding" attitudes. '!'heir results 
failed to support the b:Jpotheaes 7et they concluded that when 
referring to "parental attitudes" aa a variable, the question 
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et which parent is beiag considered, and how his attitude 
is perceived b'1 the child within the context ot the attitude 
ot the other parent, m.a:1 be im.pertant. In a situation of 
radical differences in parental attitudes, needs may not be 
consistently met, and the child presumabl'1 is sometimes 
frustrated, soaetiaes satisfied. Thus, this difference between 
attitudes ot the two parents would seaa to make possible the 
kind of situation which Roe has described. It was found never-
theless that aapitude of the difference between attitudes ot 
parents was predicting ot occupational choice. 
On the basis of the research which has been designed 
to test Roets (19$7) hypothesis, it would appear that she had 
been right when she said that her theo17 was part ot a "specu-
lative paper and there is little direct evidence tor the 
bJpotbeses which are suggested." Ber general bJpothesis has 
not been upheld, ,.et in each stud'1 there were certain results 
which encouraged additional research. Roe herself was verJ 
critical of the subjects and occupational groups selected tor 
research and abe strong].,- recoJIIIIlended using groups of men and 
waaen in extraaely sex-t,-ped occupations. In addition, the 
vagueness of her generalised parent attitude and its effect 
on occupational choice was specifically qpestioned by both 
Kagen and Switzer. It is possible, tor example, that the 
total atm.osphere of tm home is not so much the important 
variable as the climate in which one or another parent and 
child interact. Roe herself stated that it was iapossible 
to discuss the relative effect of maternal am paternal 
attitudes in her proposal. 
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The present author reels that the dominant pattern, 
either loving or rejecting, described b7 Roe, whether sbown 
by one or the other parent, is signiricant, which Switzer has 
alread7 hinted. at. It is not the iatent of this study to 
replicate any research already completed as a test or Roe•s 
h:Jpothesis. On the other hand, the reported research all 
poiD.ts to the tact that parent-child climate is iaportant, 
ia the occupational choice process, although not in the way 
Roe bn>otbesized. Given the importance ot parent-child 
cl1aate, it ma7 be that some other intervening variable is 
operating as a result or tbis cl1mate, which in aDd or itself 
ma:y be predictiag occupational choice more correctl7 than the 
climate itself. Spec11'ically, the process of identirication 
with either or the two parents a1ght significantly contribute 
to the selection or an occupation, more especially i.t the 
identification 1a in any wq related to the existing cliaate 
(warm Or COld} • This Will be the fOCUS or the present inves-
tigation. 
Roets reooaaendation to use both male and tamale sub-
jects in extreme sex-typed occupations allows tor the develop-
ment or a stuq which uses occupational choice as the dependeD; 
variable and identification with aa.e or opposite sex parent 
and recalled parent-child climate as aatecedent variables. 
These variables are measured in the adult personality with 
the assumption that the7 retlect earlier parent-child inter-
aetion and later adult oceupational choice. This study will 
att•pt to determine the relationship, it any, between greater 
identification with one parent and choice ot an occupation 
which has the same sex-type as the sex ot the parent with 
whaa there is greater identification. In addition, the rela-
tionship of parent-child climate to identification and/or 
occupational choice will be measured. In both cases specific 
testable bJpotheses will be developed based on the theoretical 
trmaeworks to be developed in the next chapter. 
CJIAPTER II 
TOWARD A TlBORETICAL FRAMEWOBlt 
Personalit~ theory, be it oriented in ps~choanalytio 
or learning theo~, tor the most part agrees that the adult 
personality reflects earlier anotional development of tne 
individual. In the application of personalit~ theoey as 
the conceptual framework tor this research certain assuaptiona 
are being made. One must accept the im.portance of earlier 
childhood (emotional) experiences within the faMily group, 
the family structure and socialization of the child, and the 
unconscious of behavior. The acoeptance of these aasuaptions 
allows one to say that occupational choice is not some chance 
happening but on the other hand reflects a defin1 te expres-
sion of an iDdiTidualts personality develepment at the time 
ot choice. This study does not intend to review the entire 
complex of personality theor7. Rather, only those concepts 
most relevant to this research on occupational choice will 
be discussed. 
A. Identification 
A general survey of the literature covering the subject 
ot identification shows a variety ot definitions tor this con-
cept. Terms such as introjection, 1aterna11zat1on, and 
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iaitation certainl7 can cause contusion. The writer does not 
teel that the scope ot the subject warrants as critical a 
review as was given by Sanford (1955), who after a rather 
broad and general SUDIDlal"J ot scme ot the terms and theories, 
saw tit to abandon the concept ot identification as we know 
it and reduce its usage to a term designating a "taporal'J' 
defensive reaction to a threat." Rather than abandon it, we 
must continue researching the concept in a variety ot frame-
works, trying to clarity the place ot identification in the 
evolving personality configuration and its ettect on the 
individual's life-process. Identification is present in all 
persons and it can be observed very early in the lite of an 
organism. It has been said that identification may be the 
pr~ar.y basis for character formation and the development ot 
unique personality traits. 
Generally speaking, the definition of identification 
falls under one of two broad theoretical headings, psycho-
analytic theory or learning theory. 
Psychoanalztic theorz. Identification is the psycho-
logical ass~ilation by one individual of some emotional trait 
or attitude ot another personality. It is also the earliest 
expression of an emotional. tie with another person. Freud 
(1927) was among the first to deal with identification and he 
f'el t that in both sexes, the relative strength of the masculine 
and feminine sexual disposi tiona is what determines whether the 
outcome of the Oedipal situation shall be an identification 
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with the rather or the mother. He later stated (1933): 
The role which the super-ego undertakes later in 
life is at first pla7ed b7 an external power, parental 
autborit7. The intluence ot the parents dominate the 
child b7 granting proof's of affection and b7 threats 
ot punishment, which to the child means loss of love 
aDd which also must be teared oa their own account. 
This objective anxiety is the forerunner or later 
moral anxiety. As long as the former is dominant 
one need not speak of super-ego or of the conscience. 
It is onl7 later that the secondary situation arises 
which we are tar too ready to regard as the normal 
state of' affairs; the external restrictions are intro-jected, so that the super-ego takes the place of the 
parental function, and thenceforth observes, guides 
aDd threatens the ego in just the sa.e way as the 
parents acted to the child before. At the point 
where super-ego takes the place of the parental 
function, identification is said to have occurred. 
It is this type of chanse, the accomplished tact, 
which is referred to as identification. (p. 8~) 
Hendricks (194.6) indicates that the PSJ'Choanalytic 
school feels that identification is an tmportant emotional 
experience and is largely unconscious. It is not playing at 
beiug like amther person (imitation) but rather 1 t is becom-
ing like him in same way. Identitication is the emotional 
counterpoint of learning; it provides the personality with 
its individual mechanisms for dealing •ith personal situations. 
Learning t:ta.eorz. Kowrer (1950) otters an explanation 
of' identification in terms ot two aspects; an emotional com-
ponent and a behavioral component. The anotional reactions 
involved are learned by coaditioning and contiguity seems 
adequate to account tor this. The resultant behavioral aspects 
of identification, however, are in a sense "probl&R solving" 
and are, therefore, dependent upon reward. In other words, 
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contiguity (conditioning) is the basis on which the emotional 
component ot identification is ~cquired. Reduction ot this 
emotional drive state reinforces the manifest response. 
Positive affective relationship between subject and model is 
a precondition tar identification to develop. 
It becomes apparent from a review o t the theoretical 
literature on identification or the past thirty years that 
there are indeed divergent attitudes and insights on the part 
ot our theorists. Two basic points ot view emerge based on 
analytic and learning theory and regardless ot which basic 
point or view one takes, there is still agreement that 
identification is a learned process and it is learned from 
another person who serves as a model tor the learner. The 
earliest models are usually the parents and implicit in this 
learning process is a pattern of reward which at first pro-
duces imitation and subsequently emerges into a more signifi-
cant process we call identification. A review of the litera-
ture shows that realistically there is a tusion ot the two 
systems as Kowrer (1950) bas suggested. Different points ot 
view aotwi thstandinp;, the aforementioned theories allowed for 
aaae interesting empirical research on identification as ·such. 
~easurement of identification. The subject or identiti-
cation has been the object of considerable empirical researCh 
during the last ten years, research which has concentrated on 
tbe attempt to develop an experimental measure or identitica-
t!Qn. Sopchak (1952), Cass (1952), Beler and Ratzeburg (1953), 
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Lazowick (1955), Pqne and Kussen (1956), Gray and Klaus (1956), 
and Kuasen and Distler (1959) have reported research on identi-
fication using as the Index of Identification the degree of 
agreement or disagreement between the measured responses of 
children and either/or both parents on selected instruments. 
The tests usecl include the Kinnesota llultipb.asic Personality 
Inventory, Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Kuder Preference 
Record, Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values, Sentence 
Completion Test, and the like. This research bas been helped 
considerably by the development ot statistical techni~e by 
Osgood and Sue! (1952) which develops measure of relationship 
determined b7 both mean difference and profile intor.mation. 
Identification is operationally defined as the degree of 
similarity (or difference) between compared profiles, such 
that the saaller the discrepancy the greater the identifica-
tion. This is the definition of identification as used in 
this study. In the research reviewed above, when the 
subject not only filled out his own materials but also that 
of the parents (tilling out blanks or scales the way he felt 
the parent would), or when the researcher derived the rela-
ttonship !'ran interview, autobiograpbJ, or other instruments, 
this is called "inferred identification." If, on the other 
hand, the parent was actively involved either in filling out 
similar materials or participating in the research actively, 
this was called "derived identification." The design of this 
research allows !'or the usage of "derived identification" data. 
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:e. Parent-Child Climate 
Every child exists in some sort of familial climate 
and because early rewards and punishments (satisfactions and 
frustrations) occur pr~arily in the home and are related to 
parents, early parent-child relations have always been pre-
cursors to later personality development. The theoretical 
literature is too broad and complex to reYiew for this stud7. 
What is important is the recognition that not onl7 have 
these cliaates been discussed theoreticall7 but more and more 
research has been developed. to measure the parent-child 
cltaate, more especiall7 b7 Baldwin, et al (1945), Schaefer 
(1958, 1959), and Schaefer and Bell (1958, 1959). Models b7 
Roe (1957) and Slater (1960) hare led to the recent develop-
ment of the Parent-Child Relations QUestionnaire (Roe and 
Siegelman, 1960), significant in that it is taken by the 
subject onl7, using both mother and father scales to allow 
a measure of climate differential on ten different factors. 
C. Identification and Parent-Child Clt.ate 
As we revi8W' 'the literature on identification theo~ 
aDd research it is evident that reward plays a significant 
part in the deyelopment of identification between an7 child 
and the parents in the femil'1 constellation. For the most 
part the reward aspect is iDheren t in the parent-child cli-
mate, and the child's perception or this climate contributes 
to the strength of the identification with either or both 
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parents. Most theory and research has general!~ felt that a 
positive affective relationship is a prerequisite to a satis-
factory identification. 
In sUlllllarizing ps~choanal~ic writings on identifica-
tion, Brontenbrenner (1958) notes that: 
One of the syndr01118 s of parent-child relationship 
predisposing the child to incorporate or introject 
the parent is a relationship based on conditional 
love in which the parent willful!~ or unconscious!~ 
withholds expression of affection at the price of 
conformit~. (p. 112) 
Mowrer (1950) also reflects the learning theorists 
feeling that primary and secondary reward values are directly 
related to the perception of the parents• being an important 
source of nurturance and reward. Recent research into iden-
titication and parent-child cl~ate (Sears, 1946, 1953; 
Seward, 1946; Payne and Kussen, 1956; Kussen and Distler, 
1959) has chiefly tested the h7Pothesis concerning the inf'lu-
ence on the identification process Gf the degree of affection 
accorded the child by the person with whom the identification 
is attempted. In general their research supports the bJpoth-
esis to the degree that positive af'fecti ve tone made tor 
greater identification. Some important additional results 
showed that mere presence of a parent 1n the home does not 
necessaril~ produce identification, but rather the child must 
feel the affect in a dynamic relationship. Also, boys may 
identify with their fathers and adopt many of their attitudes 
if father is perceived as warm., regardless of whether or not 
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they have higp.ly masculine attitudes. 
Although the literature inf'ers the value of a warm. or 
loving climate to facilitate the identification process, some 
authors (Freud, 1946; Lair, 1953; Seward, 19~; Sommers, 1956) 
maintain that inherent in identification is the relationship 
itself, be it rewarding or punish1.ng, and very of'iieD. an 
iDdividual identifies with the "aggressor" or even incorporates 
some values of a person or parent wbom be dislikes. 
Up to this point, the general theoretical frsnes of 
identification have been presented along with sane empirical 
research both support!~ these theoretical frames and intro-
ducing reliable statistical metbadologies for the measurement 
of identification. A caaaon tmplication in most definitions 
of identification is that 1 t is a learned process enhanced 
b7 a positive affective tone or reward value characterizing 
the relationship between tbe subject and the model. A child 
gf..ves its emotional allegiance to one or both of :l:.ts parEll ts 
and tries to duplicate in its own existence some of the 
ideas, values, interests, and behavior of the parent(s) with 
~om the identification is taking place. Although typicall7 
both bo,-s and girls start by identi1'7ing with the mother and 
the bo7s tmn shift to the father, there are situations in 
wh1.ch this does not take place wherein the son fails to 
identify more with the father and daughter does shift from 
the mother to the father. For purposes of this stud7 this 
is called the inverted identification. 
D. Identification and Occupational .Choice 
It is certainly a revelation to read a passage from 
Flugel (1921) written over tort7 years ago and realize just 
bow current his thinking really is. 
Another way in which pars ts may innuence the 
general attitude to lite adopted by their children 
is through the direct--but tor the most part uncon-
scious--identification by the latter of tbemselves 
with their parents. We have already referred to 
the conception frequent17 entertained by children 
of their parents as ideals of humanity, ideals the 
attaiiBlent of which may become a constant source 
and driving power of effbrt. Influence of this 
sort is of course ot especial taportance in so far 
as it affects the choice or a calling in lite, and 
t:bere can be little doubt that in a larger nuaber 
ot cases a son adopts his particular means of earn-
iag his livelihood as the result of an unconscious 
or semi-conscious identification ot himself with 
his father. sons mq also identity thanselYes with 
their mothers as regards their prfftciple pursuits 
in lite, and (especially under present conditions 
when work ot alm.ost everr description is open to 
wcaen) daupters with either their fathers or 
mothers. (pp.63-4) 
.3.3 
llotbing came of this inference and tbe earliest con-
siderations were not evident in the literature until twent,. 
7ears later. Certain theorists (Carter, 1940; Bordin, 194.3; 
and Super, 1949) felt that vocatioBal interests develop from 
an interaction of aptitudes, experiences, and identification 
with significant persons, more especially a parent. A person 
patterns his actions and interests after those persons with 
wham he identities. 
Consistent with this, Diamond (1957) wrote: 
That social pressure to accept a prescribed sex 
role is very tar fran being the whole answer to the 
question ot how men and women generally acquire dis-
tinctive interests is d~onstrated most clearly bJ 
those unhappy persons who f'ind it impossible to 
respond to those pressures. For example, tbe sturd7 
son of' a JiaV7 career o:t'f'icer would have liked nothing 
better than to tollow in his f'ather•s footsteps, but 
he confessed with shame that his mind turned more 
readU7 and with greater delight to curtains am brio-
a-brae. He had evidentl'J been influenced more b7 an 
earl7 unconscious identification with his mother than 
b'7 all the social teacbl.ngs as to what a man sbould be, 
despite his strong conscious desire to accept those 
teachings. (p. 316) · 
In the development of' his research framework, Super 
{1957 ) wrote : 
Identification with. a parent is ral.ated to the 
development of' adequate roles, their consistent and 
harmoaious interrelationship, and their interpreta-
tion in terms of' vocational plans and eventualities. 
There is reason for believing that identification 
with a role model of' the same sex is related to 
satisf'acto17 work ad jllstment in a society which 
places considerable aaphasis upon proper sex differ-
entiation. (p. 92) 
Although the theoretical frameworks of' identification 
~d occupational choice of'f'er excellent opportunities f'or 
research, more especially if' the two are combined as the 
literature just reviewed daaonstrated, there has been a 
paucity of' reported research studies in this area with. regard 
to identification and occupational choice although several 
studies were quite significant. 
Segal (1953), in his study of' accountants and creative 
writers (seniors in college), tested an bJpotbesis dealing 
with identification. He used projective tests and an auto-
biograpbJ to measure inferred identification. He did validate 
his general hypothesis of a difference in identification (more 
rigid and feartul) between the two groups, but he also felt 
that it was done too super1'iciall7 and as too small a part 
of his study. 
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White (1959) investigated tbe relationships of self-
concept and parental identification to junior college girls• 
vocational interests and occupational choices. Identifica-
tion with the parents is accepted as a major factor in the 
girls t selecting and learning a particular cultural role. 
White used derived identification, involving tbe parents of 
thirt,.-four of the girls in the stud7. · Q sorts were done b7 
both subjects and parents and identification was operationall7 
defiaed by comparison of the means o1' the sorts. The stud7 
indicated that the girls more closely ident1f1ed with their 
mothers were less career-oriented and had higher proportions 
of interests iD female occupations. Discrepancies ~ong the 
girl's and her parents• perceptions seem related to the girlts 
tendency towards masculine interests ani career motivation. 
Roe and Siegelman {1962) measured the role of interred 
identification as an anteeedellt variable to occupational 
choice in two adult groups professionally engaged in social 
wom and engineering. This is tm onl7 stud7 to date concerned 
with occupational choice which has used both male and female 
subjects wt.thin the same occupational category. They did find 
a significant difference between the two groups or wcaen, 
nanely in the ease at the engineers the identification was 
more often with the father. 
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E. Statement of the Problem 
It is a generally accepted notion that men tend to be 
like their fathers and women like their mothers. This behavior 
is at best in part learned and this tn>e or learning is the 
social matrix tram which the conoept or developmental identi-
fication was drawn for this stud7. Identification is defined 
as the iDt erpersonal s:fmilarity between the value systems of 
subject and models (in this case both living parents). BJ 
virtue of design, the identification as measured is derived 
identification. 
The effectiveness or the identification seems to depend 
on the strength of the felt emotioaal bond with the model, and, 
therefore, since our parents are our first and generall7 
closest objects in both a pb7sical and emotional sense, they 
logicall7 are G»ur most important early models. This is not 
to say that multiple identifications are not possible later 
on, but rather that parental identifications certainly are 
basic to tbe later operative adult personality. In our cul-
ture, an important aspect of the process ar identification is 
the acceptance of the parent of like sex, by boy or girl, as 
a model for imitation. This points to the assumption that 
the inverted identification caaes from a family constellation 
in which the mother-son or father-daughter bond was unusually 
strong while that between father-son or mother-daugBter was 
weak or even ineffectual. In such cases, the motner is the 
identification ideal of the son while the father serves as 
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sueh an ideal in the case of the daughter. 
Typically, we find a more effective identification it 
the child feels comfortable with the same sex parent. Nonethe-
less, even in a perception tilled w~th anxiety, such as 
identif1ing with the aggressive parent, a same sex identifica-
tion might emerge. Recent literature seems to be giving 
greater support to the role of climate in the identification 
process. 
Significant in the past decade has been the research 
interest in both occupational choice and identification, and 
occupational choice and parent-child c~ate. In general, 
tbe research has all been unilateral as tar as sex is concern-
ed, and there are no studies concernim.g thEIIlselves wi tb. split 
sexes in college degree programs using identification and 
parent-child climate as the theoretical framework. One of 
the major concerns ot personalitJ theorists, with respect to 
parental identification, baa been to explain why identifica-
tion wi tb. the saae-sex parent is more likely to occur rather 
than identification with the cress-sex parent. Thus, it seems 
very desirable to include comparisons or subjects with both 
taeir parents and to compare general treDds among the two 
sexes, since both psychoanalytic and learning theories would 
lead one to expect that the course or identification would 
aot be the same tor both sexes in our own culture. 
It is the concern of this study to measure the inter-
action of perceived parent climate and/or derived identitica-
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tion with parents as significant antecedent variables affect-
ing subsequent occupational choices or both boys and girls in 
specific college majors. It is not the concern or this stud)' 
1D: determine perceived sex roles of the parents, but rather 
their degree Gf emotional relatedness to the subject. 
P. Developing the J!1potheses 
On the basis of identification theor7 and research, 
one ma7 conclude that in our culture the t7pical identifica-
tion pattern in the nuclear famil7 is significantl)' stronger 
between a child and the same sex parent. In our culture, 
certain occupations are characteristically stereot)'ped as 
being either masculine or faainine in orientation, and they 
are traditionally chosen by either males or females (!!!. 1 
engineer-masculine; elEmentary school teacher-feminine; 
accountant-masculine; nurse-feminine; etc.). Since we aasuae 
that, in our culture, the identification process is stronger 
between a child and the parent of the same sex, and since we 
also can assume a sex-role relationship in certain occupa-
tions, we can say that persons of a given sex who select their 
own sex-t)'ped occupations are more identified with the same-
sex parent. Nevertheless, there are some who do not follow 
such a pattern (viz., girls entering engineering and boys 
entering elementary school education) and these persons should 
sbow a cross-sex identification. Since we assume that it is 
easier for a child to identify with a parent or the same or 
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opposite sex when be (she) is emotional!~ war.a and accepting, 
we can state the following }qpotheaea: 
Jb'potheaia 1: Occupations are chosen which represent 
the sex-type or the parent with whom there is greater identi-
fication in the nuclear family. 
Predictions: 
1. Girls choosing feminine oriented occupations 
will show a greater identification witn their 
mothers than girls choosing male or! en ted 
occupations. 
2. Bo~s choosing feminine oriented occupations 
will show a greater identification with their 
mothers than boys choosing male oriented 
occupations. 
3. Girls and b07s choosing faninine oriented 
occupations will shaw a greater identifi-
cation with their mothers than their fathers. 
~. Girls and ba,a choosing male oriented occupa-
tions will show greater identification with 
their fathers than their mothers. 
!)Potbesis 2: Greater identification in the nuclear 
famil~ is more likel~ to occur between a child and that 
parent whose relationship is characterized by the child as 
being warmer. 
CHAPTER III 
~BODS AND PROCEDURE 
A. Selection of Categories 
To develop a design to test the stated hypotheses, it 
was apparent from the start that it would be necessary to 
locate two or more occupational groups containing both male 
and faaale subjects which could be classified as being either 
tJPioally masculine or feminine in orientation. Occupational 
groups, for purposes of this study, refer to college students 
in the advanced stages of training in their respective degree 
major areas. College students were selected even though 
adult subjects gainfully employed in these areas mi~t have 
been more suitable subjects. It was felt that since this 
study is primarily interested in the process of Choice rather 
than in the measure of professional competency or achievement, 
and since no one really knows the longitudinal effects of 
occupations on personality, to use college students seaaed 
more satisfactory. 
Careful inspection showed that at a college level, 
among upper level students, it was difficult to find many 
majors which would satisfy the design needs because, by 
definition, one must be masculine in orientation and the 
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other must be feminine, each containing both sexes. After 
selective reviewing, some degree areas found suitable tor 
research were: (1) engineering as a masculine orientation, 
(2) elementary education as a feminine orientation, and (3) 
nursing as a feminine orientation. 
There is little argument that the cultural stereotype 
ot the engineering profession makes it masculine in orienta-
tion. This is strongly supported statistically by the Bureau 
ot Census Report (1962) which shows that in 1960 there were 
only 8,100 tamale engineers listed as compared to 846,000 
male engineers. With a ratio ot slightly over 100 to 1 in 
tavor of the males, engineering is obviously a male occupation 
in our culture. It is interesting to note that in their pub-
lication surveying the science and engineering fields troa 
the point ot view of occupational choice, Super and Bachrach 
(1957) devote an entire research section to the engineer and 
yet there is not one single line given to a07 results based 
on women engineers. In a s,wmary of the psychological litera-
ture about engineers they concluded that engineers are 
different in their personality traits trom other occupational 
groups. They are characterized as euotionally stable, self-
sufficient, socially introverted, self-confident, confor-ming, 
ebject- rather than person-oriented, and casual, but eaapetent 
in iaterpersonal relations. 
In our world of work the engineer is perceived as 
being a very precise and exact person. His work may be both 
inside aDd/or outside, and he typicall7 deals with machinery, 
equipment, instruments, buildings ao:l the like. :Engineers 
usually work independently and are objective and impersonal 
in their work. Engineers work with emotionall7 cold, 
inaniaate objects, and so the desire tor close war.m contacts 
with other people is not very active. The overall image is 
one of a strong masculine role, independent, object-oriented, 
mechanically involved, deliberate, and precise. 
Roe (1954) said: 
••• Ken wbose autonomous drives are strong but not 
markedly so, whose intellectual make-up tends to the 
relatively greater dominance of non-verbal ability, 
and Whose ho.moaamous drives sean to find satisfaction 
in ampatbJ with ideas, with S'J'lllbols of things rather 
than with the things themselves, are men who are well 
suited to the pursuit of science and likely to be 
attracted to it. {p. 385) 
The :aal.e-.temale proportion of elementary teachers, 
shows a ratio of eleven to one in favor of the females, so 
the cultural stereotype of the elementary teacher as ''Kiss 
Jones" appears to be statistically well rounded. Elementaey 
teachers are persons characterized by a concern with and 
contor.mity to social nor.ms, controlled expression of emotions, 
deference, and preferring a structured envirollJilent. They have 
a high need for social acceptance am are very person-oriented. 
Teachers in the elementary schools pla,- significant "mother 
roles" and gain their emotional satisfaction through em.patbf 
with the children. Their role demands that they care tor the 
children, both pbJsicall'f and intellectually; tor many 
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children, the,- become the mother or parent surrogate. 
Holland (1959) said: 
••• the teacher is a member ot the •supportive orienta-
tioat and reflects a desire tor attention and socializa-
tion in a structured and, therefore, sate setting. 'fhey 
possess verbal and interpersonal skills. They are also 
characterized as responsible, sociall7 oriented, and 
accepting ot feminine t.pulses and roles. Their chief 
values are humanistic and religious. They are threatened 
b7 and avoid situatioas requiring intellectual problaa 
solving, pbysical skills, or higbl,- ordered activities, 
since the,J prefer to deal with problems through feeling 
and interpersonal manipulations or others. (p • .37) 
Nursing is unequivocall7 a feminine occupation in our 
culture, and the census ratio shows better than nineteen to 
one in favor of taaales. Traditional!,- the nursing role is 
taken b7 women. Nurses are very person-oriented, and satisf7 
their high nurturance needs in caring tor the ph.ysieal and 
aaotional needs ot their patients. They are much like the 
teacher in the "mothering" or "caring tor" role, although 
they work in a less structured setting and are eonstantl7 
dealing with new people. Their emotional satisfaction is 
gained through anpathy with their patients; they represent 
the warm, comforting and secure figure ot a mother to their 
patients. In this group are persons who are feminine ia. 
their emotional adaptation and who are happiest in work 
oariag for the needs of other people. 
The writer was able to secure both male and female 
subjects in the engineering and elanentary education categories, 
but in the nursing category, he was unable to find enough 
males in degree progralli!J to make the eaa.parisons either 
statistically significant or eTen worthwhile. A.t this point 
two categories each containing both male and female subjects, 
suited the design needs. Th.ese were called the primary 
categories and labeled as follows: the males in engineering 
are called the MK category (i.e. male in masculine oriented 
occupation); the females in engineering, the PM categor,r; 
the females in elementary education, the FP category; and 
tbe males in elementary education, the KF catego:rr. 
Although no male nurses were used, a group or female 
nurses were included in the research as a secondary FF 
category, and this category waa labeled FF'. To balance 
this group or female subjects in a faninine oriented occupa-
tion, a group of male actors was inCluded as a secondarJ KF 
I category and this category was labeled KF • By definition 
the word actor refers to the male participant in the acting 
profession, a profession whicn is not typically either 
masculine or feminine according to actual statistics. None-
tbeless the theoretical literature •phatically considers 
acting as a feminine role. Iolland (1959) says: 
••• the artist is a member or the •aesthetic orienta-
tion•; a person who prefers indirect relationships with 
others. The,- prefer dealing 1'11 th environmental problems 
t~ough self-expression in artistic media. They avoid 
problems requiring interpersonal interaction, a higb 
degree of structuring or piQ'aical skill. They appear to 
have a need for individualistic expression, are more 
faninine, and perhaps have less ego-strength; that is, 
they appear to have less self-control and a greater need 
for direct emotional expression, and they probably suffer 
more from emotional disturbance. (p. 37) 
Fenicbel (1946) summarizes it: 
• • • all sublimation ot eXhibitionism is somehow 
feminine whereas the eXhibitionistic man remains with 
his exhibitionism in the direct and unsublimated seX\B.l 
sphere. This basic characteristic or exhibitionisa 
makes it understandable that the art or acting is gen-
erally looked upon as a feminine art, and, although one 
should be careful or making hasty generalizations, that 
the percent or homosexuals seems to be higher 01ong 
actors than in most other professions. (p. 146) 
This category was included to test same or the theoret-
ical assumptions about the occupational classification as weli 
as the developed hypotheses. 
~hroughout this study the categories are combined inte 
tour primary categories, )0(, PK, FF, and IIF, and the two 
secondary categories FF1 and IIP1 • Statistically all data are 
handled for either tour or six categories. The six categories 
were not combined into one overall group since the original 
FF and KF are actually !'rom within the same occupational 
classification, elementary education, whereas the FP 1 and MF1 , 
altheugh representing occupations with feminine orientation, 
are fraa separate occupational classifications, nursing and 
acting. 
~he male engineering students, all from Boston Univer-
sity College of Industrial Technology, were majoring in 
aeronautical engineering. All the female education majors 
and two-thirds of the male elementary education majors came 
from Boston University School ot Education. The other third 
ot the male elementary education majors came fran Boston 
University School of Fine and Applied Arts where ther were 
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majoring in elementary education as the level of specializa-
tion in the arts. {It was not possible to obtain enough 
male elementary education majors within one school.) The 
female engineering students came tram Northeastern University; 
the nursing students f'rom Boston University School of' Nursing; 
and the acting majors f'rom Boston university School of Fine 
and Applied Arts. Although it does not change the sex typing 
of the categoey, it i a important to note that the male 
engineering group was trom a cOIDIIIlon engineering major 
{aeronautioal engineering), whereas the female engineer group 
includes five engineering specialties, since it was virtually 
impossible to get as many girls in any one area as were 
needed to make the study meaningf'ul. The separate areas of 
specialization notwithstanding, all five specialties are 
certainly included in the category of a male-typed occupa-
tion, namely engineering. 
B. Selection of' Sample 
Phase One. Once the categories were selected, certain 
criteria were established before subjects were approached. 
Primar:Uy the student had to be at least a junior and regu-
larly enrolled as a tull-t~e degree candidate. The recruit-
ment of subjects tor three groups, &, FF, and MF, was begun 
in the classrooms where students were asked to volunteer tor 
Phase One, which involved taking the Lee-Thorpe Occupational 
Interest Inventory (1956) and completing a simple biographical 
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data tor.a. It was necessar,y that they fill out the data fora 
in this preliainary phase because the selection or subjects 
tor the next phase of the study was contingent upon certain 
ot the results. They were also infor.aed at this time that 
some students would be invited to participate in a second 
phase or the study and would be paid tor their participation. 
MM, F.P, MF1 , and FP1 subjects were told about the research 
project during a lecture and Yolunteers picked up the 
screening packets in the classroom itself. Although it was 
possible to meet KF subjects in the classroom by virtue of 
block plans in student teaChing, it was impossible to meet 
the PM subjects because of a cooperative work program and 
diversified major area of concentration within the engineer-
ing program itself. All FK subjects were contacted through 
tbe maill and invited to participate in the research 
project. A return postcard was enclosed and if it was 
returned with a favorable reply, a packet containing the 
Occupational Interest Inventory and questionnaire was 
forwarded to the student with return postpaid envelopes. 
The packets which were distributed directly to subjects in 
a lecture hall were picked up in the same class either that 
sane day or one week after distribution. 
Students were selected for the second phase or the 
study if they met the following criteria: (1) had both 
1A list of all engineering degree candidates was 
graciously provided by Dorothf Disell, Dean of Women at 
Northeastern University. 
parents living; (2) noted that both parents were willing to 
participate in the study; (3) were planning to remain in the 
area ct degree specialization after graduation~ and <4> had 
a pattern of scores on the Occupational Interest Inventory 
which represented patterns comparable to persons choosing 
similar occupational specialties as described by the authors 
in the manual. It is interesting that MacPhail (1954> ~ Dunn 
(1962)~ and Roe and Siegelman (1962) obtain similar peak 
patterns in their studies ot college students and equivalent 
occupational groups using the Occupational Interest Inventorr 
as an evaluative instrument. The Occupational Interest 
Inventory was used merely to tighten up the samples and 
allow tor greater homogeneity within the four categorical 
groups on the basis ot interests. Kean scores for the six 
research groups are listed in the Appendix in Table I. The 
very nature ot saaple selection allowed tor a minimum nuaber 
of rejects from any one categor,r (i.e.: MK with highest 
scores in Personal-Soc 1al am Bus iDeas rather than Mecm nical 
or Scientific)~ since very advanced students are traditioa.-
ally aore homogeneous in interest patterning than are 
'begizming college students within the same major area of 
ooacentratioa. Strong (1955) felt that choice ot an occupa-
tion is related to inventoried interest. Occupationally 
mobile men and women~ for instance -- those who find a way 
to finance higher education -- tend to enter training 
progra.s which are in keeping with their inventoried interests. 
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They tend to complete training if their interests are appro-
priate and tend to drop out of training it not. If' the7 enter 
occupations which are not in line with their inventoried 
1at erests, they tend to shif't to others which are. 
Phase Two. If a student met all the criteria of Phase 
One, a letter was sent to the parents asking it thq would be 
willing to cooperate in the study. A return postcard was 
enclosed, and if' it was returned with a favo ra.bl e repl7, the 
subject and both parents were involved in Phase TWo. 
In Phase Two the student was asked to fill out a packet 
containing an Allport-Vernon-Lindze.,. (196o Revision) Study of 
Values and two Parent-Child Relations Questionnaires (1960), 
one form tor the mother and the other form tor the father. 
At the same time a packet containing two Stud1 of Values 
booklets was sent to the parents to be completed by them, 
independent of the student, ani hopefully independent of 
each other. They were marked with a special stamp "This 
booklet for Mother" and "This booklet for Father" to insure 
proper taking of the test and proper assignment of scores. 
Self-addressed and stamped return envelopes were enclosed in 
each packet. All parent participation was done through the 
mail. As each packet was returned by a student, either in 
person or by ~1, a number was stmnped on the outer face, 
and it was placed in its respective category. The categories 
were coded on the envelope by a special digit group (i.e., 
1-40 FF 1 , 40-80 MK, and so forth). Parent packets were 
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aatcbed by DUmber before the,y were sent out to facilitate 
the pairing if an.d when a completed parent packet was 
received. The writer wan ted to keep the sample groups even, 
alll this could be done by matching the lowest common denom-
inators of the individual categories. The final number used 
in each category was twenty-four sets from both subjects and 
parents as determined by the Fll group. The one exception 
was tbe P.r' (aursing) which only accuaulated twenty packet 
sets up to the time or data analysis. Excess packets over 
twenty-fotr were not anal'J'zed in the study, and the twenty-
tour packets used were the first twenq-tour to be returned 
in chronological. order. A studEilt was paid as soon as his 
packet and the packet from his parents were received. 
Anal7sis of distribution and retu ms is shown in Table 1. 
C. Measure of Identification 
Test or B)'pothesis I. The Allport-Vernon-Limdze'J' 
Study or Values (l96o) was used chiefly because of the 
feeling that the specific values which the inventory measures 
oan be assUiled to be aspects of personality in which parental 
iR.t'luences certainly could play a major :role as far as the 
development of these aspects is concerned. The Stud7 d ¥&lues 
was originally published in 1931. Continued study by the 
authors resulted in a first revision in 1951 (second edition) 
and again a second rev is ion in 196o (third edit ion) which is 
used in this study. This test is based on Sprangerts theory 
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SUIOIA.RY TABLE OF DI.STRIBUTIOli AND RETURN OF RESEARCH PACKETS 
IN BOTH PHASES OF COLLECTION OF THE DATA 
D MF' 
PHASE ONE: 
Packets distributed 60 4.51 70 42 q.q. 
Packets returned 6o2 444 51 383 442 
Rejects: 
~ Interest test 2 2 2 1 Deceased parent 2 4 2 1 
tJawilling parent 6 3 l 2 6 Terminal goal 2 1 1 1 
- -
TOTAL 41 36 38 31 35 
PHASE TWO: 
Packets distributed 41 36 38 31 35 
Packets returned 28 24 25 24 25 
Percentage of return 68 66 65 11 71 
1. Out of fifty-one contacted bJ mail six failed to 
return the card or returned the card w:tt h a 
negative answer. 
2. Completed as a class-room project with per.mission 
of teacher involved. 
3. Pourteen completed in a class-room project. 4. Telephone calls were made to all subjects as 
follow-up to mailing pieces. 
FF' 
45 
41 
4 0 
1 
_g 
34 
34. 
20 
58 
or values, whiah asserts that the ke'f to the urnerstanding 
or an individual lies 1n the philosophical value most esteemed 
b7 that individual. Six types or man are accord1ngl,- defined, 
one for each of the six major value categories. The test is 
so scored that a gain on one value necessarily results in a 
loss on another. Each value scale has its mean set at forty, 
so that scores above forty indicate an emphasis on that value 
and scores below forty a de-eaphasis. It is also a test in 
which sex differences, altbQugh clearl'J present, tend to be 
small in average magnitude; turtber, it was standardized on 
a nor..al college population. The author was not interested 
in the values measured per !!.• but rather in the deviation 
scores between subject and each parent on each of the 
separate value seal es. It is this derived deviation score D 
which was used to measure identification as defined tor this 
stud,.. Since identification witb parents is a bilateral 
process, the parent with wbaB the subject identified to a 
greater degree was the parent having the smaller o:f the two 
D scores obtained for each subject am both parents on this 
measure. Briefl,-, ~dentification was described in ter.ms of 
the "value differential" on a closed scale with a total or 
240 points. The use o:f scores derived :frcm the difference 
of the D scores for each parent allowed for the testing of 
the :first major bJpothesis. 
D. :Measure of Parent-Child Climate 
Test o:f HlPothesis II. The Parent-Child-Relations 
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QUestionnaire was devised to obtain a measure of the charac-
teristic behavior of parents towards their you~ children, 
according to the early recollections of the students involved. 
There are ten sub-tests, six of fifteen items each, for 
behavior characterized as Lov 1ng, Rejecting, Casual, Demanding, 
Protect! ve, and Neglecting. These categories fit a theoretical 
model suggested by Roe and were conceived as being related in 
a circular contiDuum. Many items were culled or adapted fraa 
the literature and others were constructed to fit the listed 
categories. Content validity was supported by the interjudge 
agreement on !tess. The items retained in the questionnaire 
are ones for which there was general consensus. They refer 
to specific behaviors, not attitudes, in order to reduce 
some of the difficulties deriving from the use of retrospec-
tive data. Each itam is scored from five to one, five being 
very true and one very untrue. Each category has a maximum 
score of seventy-five points and minimum of fifteen. The 
test was developed and standardized on a nor.mal college 
population. 
In discussing the vaJ.idity of the Parent-Child-Relaticm 
Questioanaire Roe (1960) said: 
The PCR factors seem satisfyingly similar to factors 
derived in a nuaber of studies at parent attitudes in 
which the parents themselves served as subjects. Schaefer, 
for example, reports two major factors, Love-Hostility 
and Autonomy-Control, derived from a questionnaire (PARI) 
that was filled out by mothers about their young children. 
Prom his descriptions the PCR factors seem to be practi-
cally identical with these. A model developed by 
Friedman, Leary, Ossorio and Coffey included dimensions 
ot Love-Hate and Dominance-Submission. A study by Slater, 
with his Parental Role Patterns Questionnaire, with 
college students as subjects, resulted in two independent 
scales, one ot Emotional Supportiveness and War.mth, and 
one termed Inhibitory Demands and Discipline. These 
parallel our factors closely. (p. 6) 
For purposes of this stUdy the author has extracted 
ol'lly one of the sub-scales, namel,-, the Loving scale. This 
was one of the scales successfully factored out of all the 
scales after they were used on the standardizing college 
samples. The use of this scale in ccmparing loving scores 
for both parents, can show that the higber the perceived 
loving score, the warmer the inferred climate. The use of 
difference scores between the loving scores of mothers and 
fathers allowed far the testing of the second major h,-poth-
esis, especially in combination with identification 
difference scores. 
E. Tests of Bomogeneit7 
Parental Occupations. Kuch has been written about 
children following in their father•s footsteps or being 
influenced to a great extent in their occupational choice by 
the occupation of their own parent(s). From specific ques-
tions ia the demographic inventory, it was possible to 
aeasure the degree of influence, if any, on the subjects in 
the six categories. The overall breakdown according to a 
classification scheme establiSbed by Roe (1956) is presented 
in Tables 2 and 3. This classification is based on the 
prilllary focus of activity' for the occupational group. In. 
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TABLE 2 
OCOUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF MOTHERS OF EVERY SUBJECT 
IN ALL SIX CATEGORIES USING ROE'S (1956) CLASSIFICATION 
Occupational Group 
•* I II III IV v VI VII VIII Totals 
D 2 2 1 3 0 0 1 0 15 24 
F1l 1 1 4 1 0 0 1 1 15 24 
FF 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 18 24 
MF 2 2 0 3 0 0 5 0 12 24 
KF' 0 1 1 2 0 3 2 0 13 24 
FF' 0 1 3 0 0 2 1 0 15 20 
Totals 6 8 9 11 0 5 11 2 88 }{s: 140 
I Service 
II Business Contact 
III Organization 
IV Techno1ogJ 
*Housewife 
V OUtdoor 
VI Sciences 
VII General cultural 
VIII Arts and Entertainment 
S6 
TABLE 3 
OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF' FATHERS OF EVERY SUBJECT 
IN ALL SIX CATEGORIES USIIG ROE'S (1956) CLASSIFICATION 
Occupational Group 
I II III IV v VI VII VIII Totals 
D 1 2 8 11 1 0 1 0 24 
ftt 1 1 8 12 0 1 1 0 24 
FF' 3 1 9 9 0 1 1 0 24 
KF 1 3 7 6 1 2 4 0 24 
MF'1 1 2 11 4 0 2 3 1 24 
FP' 2 1 7 7 0 1 2 0 20 
Totals 9 10 50 49 2 7 12 1 N;; 140 
I Service 
II Business Contact 
III Organization 
IV Technology 
V Outdoor 
VI Sciences 
VII General cultural 
VIII Arts and Entertainment 
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the Table of the m.o thers an additional group, housewife, has 
been added for non-working mothers. Inasmuch as the numbers 
in the cells were extraaely anall, certain categories were 
collapsed to allow for a chi-square test of independence 
applied to the hJPothesis that occupational choice of college 
students is independent of parental occupations. (Appendix 
Tables II and III). 
The overall chi-square test for fathers with all 
categories produced a chi-square which was not significant 
at the .05 level of P. The results of the overall chi-square 
tests tor mothers with all categories produced a chi-square 
which was not significant at the .05 level of P. Since the 
scores are not significant for either category, we accept 
our hypothesis of independence for both fathers• and mothers• 
ocoupations as they relate to their children's occupational 
choices. 
Parental Value Scores. Since the testing of the first 
bJpothesis depends on the absolute difference scores between 
scores of the subject and each of the two parents on the 
Study of Values tor all six values, it was felt that a pre-
liminary anal,-sis of variance should be made on the absolute 
differences in value scores between the parents themselves, 
exclusive of the subject, to deter.mine if the means of the 
differences of the parent pairs (b,- sample category) were 
significantly different from each other. This would be 
important to know before anal7zing the subject difference 
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scores 6 since it would be virtually iapossible to tell 
whether or not the parents had identical scores or vastly 
diTergent scores on the basis of the subject D score; and 
might be possible to record similar subject scores with 
grossl7 different parent profiles. As an example, if a 
subject had three scares at thirty-five and three scc:r es at 
forty-five, and his parents both had all six scores at forty, 
the subject would have an absolute difference of thirty 
points from each parent. If the same subject had one parent 
with all six scores at forty and the other with three at 
fifty and three at thirty, tbe absolute difference would 
still be thirty points from each parent although the parents 
would differ from each other by sixty points. It was to 
deter.mine the distribution of parent differences that the 
analysis was made in order to enable one to see if identi-
fication scores were significantly related to convergence 
cr divergence of parent scores themselves. For fUll 
presentation of raw scores, table at means, and analysis 
ot variable Dp refer to Appendix Tables IV, V, VI and VII. 
'!'he overall distribution of all Dp scares falls iato 
a normalized pattern. Inasmuch as the analysis of variance 
was not significant for both the tests of significance of 
tour and six categories 6 we can sately say that the differ-
ences between the category means are aot sut.fici ently great 
to deny the hypothesis that they are all estimates of a 
common population mean. The distributions are such that 
the subjects• D scores will not be differentially affected 
by the relative scores of the parents. 
P. Statistical TreatMent of Data 
All data was analyzed primarily on the results of 
the four primary categories, JOl, PM, FF, ani MF. The Jlli' 1 
aDd pp' categories will be introduced and discussed as 
additional data and analyses. FOr the purposes or this 
study, tests of significance which yield a probability 
level of .05 will be regarded as significant. 
H7Pothesis I. At the completion or data collection, 
raw scores were available for all subjects and two parents 
or each subject on the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study or 
Values. These scores were arranged by student categories 
and the means derived for each group within the categories, 
nsmely subject, mother, and father. The results are 
presented in tabular form in the Appendix, Table VIII. 
Once the raw scores were collated tor each subject, 
a series of difference scores was tabulated. Each of these 
scores was derived by obtaining the absolute differences 
between the individual subjects and each of the two parents 
for each of the six values scored. The Osgood-Sue! D 
statistic 
S9 
was appliedl, wherein "d" is the difference between subject 
and parent .for each value. The D scores .for each subject 
and respective parent, b~ categories, are presented ia 
Appendix, Tables IX, X, XI, XII, XIII and XIV. Throughout 
this research the D score obtaimed tor mother is labeled Da 
and tbe D score obtained .for .father is labeled Df. It 
follcnrs logically that i.f greater identi.fication as defined 
operationall'J' in this studY" means being closer to one o.f the 
two parents in value scores, then the smaller the D score, 
the greater the identi.f1oation. The possibility of score 
patterns is that the~ will be either (1) closer to mother, 
(2) closer to .father, or (3) eqgally identi.fied with both 
parents. Observation. shews tl.at certain categories have 
smaller D scores tor one parent as compared to the other, 
reflecting the s.ae differences already noted in the table 
of means. 
It was decided to test the predicted directions b'J' 
analyzing the means of the differences of the difference 
iosgood and Suci (1952) developed a statistic which 
anal~zes inter-relationships aaong variables taking into 
account not onl~ the profile similarity among the sets ot 
measures, but also their mean differences. This measure, 
the D statistic can be applied to matrices of raw scores 
and, apparently, to correlatioaal matrices as well. It 
has the advantage g.f an existing geometrical model which 
perm.i ts graphic represm tat ion o.f the data in many cases. 
It has the .further advantage at uausual simplicitY" and 
speed in procedure. Under certain conditions it yields 
results similar to those of .factor analysis. Its cbie.f 
value is as an independent method which does not eliminate 
il'l.formation regarding differences between the means of the 
related variables. 
scores already obtained, Dn ·and Df', this difference score 
being designated as Dd. In order to test direction, the Dd 
was derived in all cases for all categories by f'onnula Dd = 
Dill - Df' with the signs held. The lower Dd scores reflect 
higher identification with mother. Obviously in categories 
where the predicted direction is closer to the mother, or in 
individual cases where a reversal of the predicted direction 
for the category ensues, a negative quantity will result. 
For purposes o:r s :implif'ication of data processing and the 
minimizing of error possibilities, all negative signs were 
changed in all categories by the addition of a constant 
value, K = 40. A table of' Dd with constant added is listed 
ia the Appendix, Tables IX, X, XI, XII, XIII and XIV. 
The method used to test the significance of the 
differences between the means of the four prim.8J7 categories, 
D, FK, FP, and KF is the analysis of variance. The analysis 
was performed on the variable Dd to determine the degree of 
support of the first hypothesis. Simple analysis of variance 
tests the hJpotbesis that several independent samples may be 
recognized as random samples from populations having equal 
means, assuming the populations have equal variances. 
Bartlett tests of homogeneity of' variance were done on all 
primacy categories to test the hy-pothesis of random sampling 
.fraa. a population with a cQDDlon variance. 
When an anal7sis of variance is performed and signifi-
caat differences among e ans are found, it is an indication 
that one or more of the differences amoag pairs of means are 
significant, but it does not specify which ones are signifi-
cant. Duncan (1955) has developed a test which allows for 
comparisons of two or more means using his own tables of 
studentized ranges. Where appropriate, Duncan tests were 
used to test significance of differences between means. 
!fpothesis II. Raw scores were available for all sub-
jects for the "loving" scale of the PCR, both for mothers and 
fathers. These scores are labeled IA for mother and Lf for 
father just as on the identification scores Dm and Df. These 
results are the actual sum of scale points achieved by each 
subject on the scale from fifteen minimum to seventy-five 
maxiaum.. A complete listing of La and Lf scores for all 
categories are in the Appendix, Tables IX, X, XI, XII, XIII 
and XIV. The interpretation or the score is such that the 
higher tbe L score the greater the amount of loving behavior 
perceived by the subject as coming from the parent. As with 
the D scores, the subject may perceive (1) that the mother 
was more loving, (2) that the father was more loving, or (3) 
that the.y were perceived as being equally loving. 
HaviqJ already defined the basic categories as being 
identified more closely with either the mother or father, 
the bfpothesis could be tested by a product-moment coefficieRt 
or correlation inasmuch as we have paired scores for each 
parent, namely identification and degree of lovingness. To 
facilitate the overall test and since we had already used a 
Dd score, an Ld score was derived in precisely the same 
manner, Ld = Lm - Lf with the signs held. The hif?P,er Ld 
score represents greater loving behavior perceived by the 
subject as coming from the mother. Again, as before, nega-
tive signs were removed by the addition of a constant, K = 
30. A table ot all Ld scores tor all categories is listed 
in Appendix, Tables IX, X, XI, XII, XII and XIV. The pre-
dicted direction should produce a negative correlation 
since the values ot Ld should increase as values of Dd 
decrease if the correlation is significant. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
At the completion ot data collection, raw scores on 
tne six value scales ot the Allport-vernon-LiDdzey Study ot 
Values were available tor all subjects and the two parents 
ot each subject. These scores were arranged according to 
the respective sex-occupation categories. Means were derived 
tor each group within the categories for the subject, mother, 
and rather. Although these results baTe been set up in table 
form in the Appendix, Table VIII, it was felt that the 
relationships ot the identification data for each ot the 
sex-occupation categories as tested in HJpotbesis I, would 
be more apparent in graphic form. '!'he results are shown in 
Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
A. .A.nalJ'sia o t Data relating to II'Jpothesis I 
Results ot test ot lflpotheais I. 11,-potbesis I states 
that occupations are chosen which represent the sex tJPe ot 
the parent with whom there is greater identification in the 
nuclear family. The table of means ot Dd for the tour basic 
categories is listed in Table 4· The saaller Dd score 
represents a greater identification with mother. The complete 
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TABLE 4 
TABLE OF ~mANS OF Dd SCORES 
FOR SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
FM FF MF MF 1 
24 24 24 24 
35.57 52.42 54.04 30.17 
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FF 1 
20 
31.27 
analysis of variance for the categories is contained in 
Appendix, Table XV. 
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OVerall analysis of variance shewed an F of 47.47 
which is significant at the .oo5 level of P and allows tor 
turtber testing to deter.mine the extent of the mean differ-
ences. Before testing for these differences, a Bartlett 
test of ho.mogeneity of variance was done on the four basic 
categories. The obtained chi-square was aot significant. 
(Appendix, Table XVI). On the basis of the P test, which 
reflected sigp.ifican t differences among the means, and the 
Bartlett test, which indicated that the sample variances are 
s~ilar, Duncan tests of significance concerning the means 
were done. Duncan tests on the four primary categories for 
variable Dd are presented in the Appendix, Table XVII. A 
summary of the results is presented in Table 5. 
The results of the tests of significance between means 
for the individual categories when compared both by occupation 
and sex show that Hypothesis I is supported by the data, and 
in addition predictions 1 and 2 are confirmed: (1) girls in 
female oriented occupations show a greater identification with 
their mothers than girls in male oriented occupations; and (2) 
boys in female oriented occupations show a greater identifica-
tion with their mothers than boys in male oriented occupations. 
Of interest is the significant difference in degree of identi-
fication with mother between the MF and P.F categories at a .05 
level, even though both are significantly different from the 
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TABLE 5 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF ALL DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON MEANS DERIVED F'RCH ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Dd 
FOR FOUR PRIKARY SEX-OCCUPATION CATEnORIES 
X (with) 
Sig. 
Category 1 Category 2 X Level 
Occupation Mil 52-42 FK 54.04 N.s. 
occupation FF 30.17 D 35.57 .o5 
Sex JIF 35.57 MJ( 52.42 .01 
sex FF 30.17 FJ( 54.04 .01 
Occupation D•Fil 53.23 FF"'JIF 32.87 .01 
Sex IIM•llF 43.99 PF•FK 42-10 N.s. 
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male-typed categories at a .01 level. 
Additional analyses were carried out within each 
category to study whether the direction of difference is as 
would be predicted from HJpothesis I, predictions 3 and 4. 
The summary results for the tests of the differences between 
the means is presented in ~able 6. The tests of significance 
for the differences between the means of Dm and Df within 
each category shows that for all four primary categories the 
ttt is significant, and predictions 3 and 4 are contir.med: 
girls and boys in female oriented occupations show greater 
identification with their mothers than with their fathers, 
and girls and boys in male oriented occupations show greater 
identification with their fathers than with their mothers. 
:e. Analysis of Data relating to Jrypotheais II 
Results of test of RJpOthesis II. H}Pothesis II states 
that greater identification in the nuclear family is more 
likely to occur between a child and that parent whose rela-
tionship is characterized by the child as being warmer. An 
OTerall correlation was done for all subjects in all cate-
gories, between the Dd score and the Ld score. In addition, 
correlations were performed on the separate categories to 
ascertain whether a significant correlation might appear 
within same categories and not others. The Pearson product-
moment statistic was used to obtain tbe correlations and a 
complete summar,r of all product-moment correlations are 
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TABLE 6 
TABLE OF 't t TESTS BETWEEN MEANS OF IDENTIFICATION SCORES 
OF MOTHERS AND FATHERS WITHIN 'lH E FOUR PRIJ4ARY 
SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
Category Dt t dt Sig.Leve1 
D 29·91 17.44 $.64 46 .01 
F\f 29.67 1.$.62 6.27 46 .01 
FF 22.37 32.20 3.82 46 .o1 
KF 22.62 26.94 2.08 46 .o.5 
oontained in Appendix, Table XVIII. To teat the null 
bJpothesis that the population correlation is zero, appro-
priate rtr scores were derived from t • r~ based on 
=J l-r2 
the obtained •r• scores as tabled. A su:mmary of the tests 
ot significance is shown in Table 7. 
We cannot reject the null b.7,pothesis that the corre-
lation is zero for any or the individual categories, but by 
pooling the primary categories (tour) and then both the pri-
mary and secondary categories (six), the correlation reaches 
significance at a .o5 level such that there is evidence to 
support Hypothesis II with overall product-moment correla-
tions for pooled categories. 
o. Additional Analyses ot Data relating to Bfpothesis I 
Additional results or test ot B7Pothesis I. Insofar 
as the data for the secondary categories were available, an 
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additional analysis of variance of variable Dd for all six 
categories was completed using values already listed in 
Appendix, Tables IX, X, XI, XII, XIII and XIV. A SUliiiJJ.&ry ot 
the analysis is described ia Appendix, Table XIX. On the 
basis of an F value of 39.71, significant at the .005 level 
of P, we conclude, as in the case or the four primary cate-
gories already tested, that the data ar~ amenable to a test 
of the mean differences. A Bartlett test of homogeneity of 
variance was done tor all six categories and the obtained 
chi-square was not significant. (Appendix, Table XX). 
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TAB!£ 7 
TABLE OF TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE AS DERIVED FR<JJI PRODUCT<iooMOMENT 
CORRELATIONS OF Del WITH Ld FOR ALL 
SIX SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
category r t dt Sig. Level 
101 -.027 -0.14 22 x.s. 
FJ( 
-.324 -1.80 22 x.s. 
PF -.299 -1.52 22 N.s. 
JIF 
-.041 -0.18 22 N.s. 
JIF' 
-.062 -0.28 22 x.s. 
FF' +.007 +0.03 18 N.s. 
Four categories 
-.358 -1.43 94 .05 
Six categories 
-.289 -2.92 138 .o5 
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Duncan tests were per.fonned on means o.f all six cate-
gories and a summary of all tests on the six categories for 
variable Dd is presented in Appendix, Table XXI. Although 
Duncan tests for four categories have already been presented, 
new camparisons were made overall, including the two additional 
secondary categories, since a new error ter.m had to be derived 
.from the new mean square (within groups) trom the analysis of 
variance based on all six categories, rather than on four. 
Both secondary categories have been classified previously as 
.female type occupations and are treated accordingly in all 
clata analysis in this chapter. A summaey ot the results of 
the Duncan tests tor variable Dd using all six categories is 
presented in Table 8. 
The results ot the tests ot significance between means 
tor the individual categories when compared both by sex and 
by occupation show additional support of Hypothesis I, and 
predictions 1 and 2 are confirmed. It was noted that, 
although as a group the female-typed occupations differed 
significantly from. the DLa.le-typed occupations, individually, 
certain o.t the female-typed categories differed from each 
other to a significant degree. 
Additional ttt tests were done between the means of Dm 
and Df within the secondary categories and the results tor 
all six categories are shown ia Table 9. The tests ot signifi-
cance for the differences between the means ot Dm a:a:l D.f' within 
each category shows that .for all six categories the t t t is 
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!'ABLE 8 
StiOIARY OF ALL DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS ON MEANS 
DERIVED FRCII ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Dd 
FOR ALL SIX SEX-OCCUPATION CATIDORIES 
Category 
:X 
Category 
:X 
Slg.Leve1 
BI 1 (with) 2 (dt-134) 
Occupation lD{ 52.42 F1( 54.04 N.s. 
Occupation FF 30.17 KF 35.57 .05 
Occupation KF 35.51 MF 1 24.38 .o1 
Occupation JIF 35.51 FF1 31.27 N.S. 
Occupation FF 30.17 FP' 31.27 N.S. 
Occupation FF 30.17 KF 1 24.38 .05 
Occupation FF' 31.27 II.F' 24.38 .o5 
Sex JD( 52.42 MF 35.57 .01 
Sex D 52.42 KF' 24.38 .01 
Sex F1( 54.04 FF 30.17 .01 
Sex FK 54.04 FF' 31.27 .01 
Occupation Pooled M 53.23 Pooled F 30.3;$ .01 
Sex Pooled )I 34.19 Pooled F 38.48 N.s. 
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TABLE 9 
TABLE OF ttt TESTS BETWEEN MEANS OF IDENTIFICATION SCORES 
OF MOTHERS AND FATHERS WI'lJIIN ALL SIX 
SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
Category Dt t dt Sig.Leve1 
JO( 29.91 17.44 5.64 46 .01 
FJ( 29.67 15.62 6.27 46 .01 
P.F 22.37 32.20 3.82 46 .01 
:MF 22.62 26.94 2.08 46 .o5 
u' 20.47 36.09 6.40 46 .01 
FP' 18.41 27.11 2.74 38 .01 
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significant, and predictions 3 and 4 are eontir.med. 
The analysis of Dd was the chief test of Hypothesis 
I but an additional analysis was made based on the Dm and 
Df scores themselves before combination to get the Dd score. 
The Dd score correctly tested the hypothesis but difference 
scores mask the extent of identification with the respective 
parents in each of the categories. Although direction was 
predicted it was of interest to see which parent in the 
respective categories has the greater influence on the direc-
tion of identification. An analysis of variance for variables 
Dm and Dt was completed for both four and six categories. The 
table of means are presented fer both variables in Tables 10 
and 11. 
Tables XXII, XXIII, XXIV, XXV in the Appendix repre-
sent the analyses of variance of variables Dm, four and six 
categories, and Df, four and six categories. A summary chart 
of the F tests is presented in Table 12. Bartlett tests of 
homogeneity of variance were done on both variables, Dn and 
Dt, for four and six categories. Sumaaries of these tests 
are found in Appendix, Tables XXVI, XXVII, XXVIII and XXIX. 
The o'Dtained chi-squares were not significant for any of the 
teats. 
Since all tour anal7aea showed significant F tests 
and reflected aomogeneity or variance tram the Bartlett tests, 
Duncan tests were applied to all categories in each variable 
group. Tables XXX, XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII in the Appendix 
TABLE 10 
TABLE OF MEANS OF Dm SCORES 
FOR SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
FM FF MF NF 1 FF 1 
N 24 24 24 24 24 20 
X 29.91 29.67 22.37 22.62 20.47 18.41 
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TABLE 11 
TABLE OF ME~fS OF Df SCORES 
FOR SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
FM FF MF MF' FF' 
N 24 24 24 24 24 20 
X 17.44 15.62 32.20 26.94 36.09 27.11 
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sq. 
TABLE 12 
TABLE SUMMARIZING ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR VARIABLES 
Dn AND Df' USING FOUR AND SIX 
SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
variable Categories F df' Sig.Level 
Du 4 6.08 3/92 .01 
Dn 6 7.61 5/134 .01 
Df' 4 24.32 3/92 .01 
Df 6 21.93 5/134 .01 
s'tllDlarize the results of these tests. Tables 13 and 1q. oom-
biae tne results of the Duaean tests for all six categories 
for each of the two variables, Dm and Dt. 
Analysis of Duncan test results for Dm shows that 
identification with mother is significantly related to 
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ohmiee of female-type occupation as compared to Choice of 
male-type oceupation, irrespective of sex of subject con-
cerned. On an array of the aeams, there are no significant 
differences between a~ of the female-type occupations them-
selves, and each is significantly different from the categorJ 
representing male-type occupations. 
Analysis of Duncan tests results for Df shows that 
identification with father is significantly related to choice 
of male-type occupation as compared to choice of fe.ale-type 
occupation. Of interest is the significant difference 
between the female-type occupational categories as found in 
the Df variable, such that even though some of these cate-
gories are significen tly different from the male-type 
occupational groups, they are also significantly different 
from each other. In the Df category, then, we can tease out 
differences which are not eyident in the Dm group. As a 
group, the Dm feminine-type occupational categories are 
equall1 close to their mothers, whereas tis Df feminine-type 
occupational categories are significantly different in the 
degree to which they identify witn their fathers. 
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TABLE 13 
S'UIIMARY OF RESULTS OF ALL DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON MEANS DERIVED FROM ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Dn 
FOR ALL SIX SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
category 
x 
Catego17 
x 
slg.LeTel 
By 1 (with) 2 (d:f-=134) 
Occupation 10l 29.91 FM 29.67 N.S. 
Occupation FF 22.37 MF 22.62 N.s. 
Occupation FF 22.37 w' 18.4J. N.s. 
Occupation FF 22.37 KF 1 20.47 N.s. 
Occupation II.F 22.62 KF 1 20.47 N.s. 
Occupation llF 22.62 FF1 18.41 N.s. 
Occupation KF1 20.47 FF' 18.4J. N.s. 
Sex JDl 29.91 ltfF 22.62 .01 
Sex D 29.91 u' 20.47 .01 
Sex FJI 29.67 FF 22.37 .01 
Sex FJ4 29.67 FF' 18.41 .01 
Occupation Pooled K 29.79 Pooled F 20.47 .01 
Sex Pooled )( 24.33 Pooled F 23.48 N.s. 
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TABLE 14 
SlJIDIARY OF RESULTS OF ALL DUNCAN MULTIPLE RAWE TESTS 
ON MEANS DERIVED FROM ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE D:t' 
FOR ALL SIX SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
Category 
I 
Category 
X 
Blg.Leve1 
~ 1 (with) 2 ~d:t'=13Y:l 
Occupation JO( 17.44 }iJI 15.62 x.s. 
Occupation FP 32.20 MF 26.94 .05 
Occupation FF 32.20 FF' 27.11 .o5 
Occupation FF 32.20 MF 1 36.09 x.s. 
Occupation IIF 26.94 FF' 27.11 N.s. 
Occupation KF' 36.09 FF' 27.11 .01 
Sex 10( 17.44 KF 26.94 .01 
Sex D 17.44 KF' 36.09 .01 
Sex }iJI 1.5.62 FF 32.20 .01 
Sex ftl 1.5.62 FF' 27.11 .01 
Occupation Pooled M 16.53 Pooled F 30 • .59 .01 
Sex Pooled M 26.82 Pooled F 24.98 N.s. 
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D. Additional Analysis of Data relating to Rypotbesis II 
Since an Ld distribution had been derived to do the 
product-moment correlation, it was decided to do an analysis 
of variance of variable Ld to determine whether or not Ld had 
anr predictive value in and of itself as far as occupational 
choice is concerned, independent of its relationship to 
identification. Althougn no specific hypothesis was developed 
for this study concerning parent-child climate and occupational 
choice, since there is a recent body or literature concerning 
this subject, it was felt impertant to analyze this data. The 
summary of the analysi s of variance is lis ted in the Appendix, 
Table XXXIV. A table of means of Ld scores is presented in 
Table 15. 
The overall analysis of variance for :t"our groups gave 
an F or 3.23 which with 3/92 degrees of freedom is significant 
at the .05 level or P. A Bartlett test of' homogeneity of 
variance produced a chi-square which was not significant. 
(Appendix, Table XXXV). Duncan multiple range tests were 
perfonned and are sUIIDlarized in Appendix, Table XXXVI. Table 
16 gives the overall results of these tests. 
In the comparisons of the means or the four primary 
groups for variable Ld, the pooled canparisons show that Ld 
is not capable of predicting occupational choice. The Ld is 
significant only in the comparison of the :t"emales in different 
sex-typed occupations. The addition of the two secondary 
categories, however, created some interesting changes. In 
TABLE 15 
TABLE OF MEANS OF Ld SCORES 
FOR SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
FM FF MF IV1F 1 FF 1 
N 24 24 24 24 24 20 
X 2~.66 28.50 36.20 32.45 42.70 29.75 
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TABLE 16 
SlJOIARY OF RESULTS OF ALL DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON MEANS DERIVED FRCitl ANA~SIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Ld 
FOR FOUR PRDO.HY SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
dategoi"f Sig.Level 
X 
Categor,-
X !!I 1 (wi thl 2 ~df'=l3~l 
Occupation D 29.66 P.ll 28.50 N.s. 
Occupation llF 32.45 FF 36.20 N.s. 
Sex JO( 29.66 llF 32-45 B.S. 
Sex FF 36.20 Ft4 28.50 .o5 
Occupation Pooled lti 29.05 Pooled F 34.33 N.s. 
Sex Pooled Jl 31.06 Pooled F 32.35 N.s. 
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the new anal'Jsis of variance or variable Ld using all six 
groups, the P ratio was significant at a .01 level or P with 
5/134 degrees of freedom. Table XXXVII in the Appendix con-
tains this anal'Jsis ot variance. A subsequent Bartlett test 
produced a chi-square which was not significant. (Table 
XXXVIII in Appendix). Duncan tests were completed on all 
six groups (Appendix, Table XXXIX), and a summary or all the 
results is presented in Table 17. 
In terms of the significant iD.dividual cam.parisons, 
it appears as though the Ld variable, higher leve for mother, 
is not producing an7 differences between sex-occupation cate-
' gor1es except in the case of the KP category, which is so 
s1@11if'icantly different from both sex-t7ped categories taat 
it reflects both a "b7 sex" and "by occupationtt difference. 
When we pool our categories b'J sex and occupation, tnere are 
ne s ignif'icant differences am the Lei variable does not pre-
dict occupational choice. 
The same procedure which was followed in measuring the 
relative degree of' identification in the six categories using 
variables Dm and Df was repeated for both the primary cate-
gories and all six categories, using variables Lm and Lf'e 
This was done to detennine whether or not there was an,-
significant difference between the relative strengths of 
perceived loving cliaate by subjects in the respective 
eategories. Tables of means for variables Lm and Lf are 
presented in Tables 18 and 19. 
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TABLE 17 
STJOU.RY OF RESULTS OF AIL DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON KEANS DERIVED FROM ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Ld 
FOR ALL SIX SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
Category Category 
x 
Sig.Leve1 
By 1 x (with) 2 (d1'=134) 
Occupation D 29•66 Ft4 28.50 N.s. 
Occupation D 32.45 PF 36.20 N.s. 
Occupation KF 32.45 FP' 29.75 N.S. 
Occupation JlF 32.45 u' 42.70 .01 
Occupation 
" 
36.20 u' 42·70 N.s. 
Occupation FF 36.20 FF' 29.75 N.s. 
Occupation KF1 42.70 w' 29.75 .01 
Sex D 29.66 KF 32.45 N.S. 
Sex D 29.66 JIF 1 42.70 .01 
Sex F!l 28.50 FP 36.20 N.s. 
Sex PM 28.50 w' 29.75 N.s. 
Occupation Pooled )( 29.08 Pooled F 35.28 N.s. 
Sex Pooled J4 34-94 Pooled F 31.48 N.S. 
TABLE 18 
TABLE OF VJEANS OF Lm SCORES 
FOR SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
FM FF MF MF 1 FF' 
N 24 24 34 24 24 20 
X 54.29 60.54 60.66 60.16 60.87 64.45 
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TABLE 19 
TABLE OF MEANS OF L.f SCORES 
FOR SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
FM FF FF' 
N 24 24 24 24 24 20 
x 54.33 62.04 53.29 53.95 48.16 64.70 
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A list of r.. and Lf scores are in Appendix, Tables IX, 
X, XI, XII, XIII and XIV. The analyses or variance or 
variables Lf and Lm, for both four md six categories, are 
SUIUiarized in the Appendix, Tables XL, XLI, XLII and XLIII. 
A summarr chart of. the F tests is presented in Table 20. 
Three of the four categories shared significant F 
scores; therefore, Bartlett tests were done on them. See 
Tables XLIV, XLV, XLVI in the Appendix. Two of the variables 
produced chi-squares which were not significant. The Lt 
variable for six categories was significant at the .05 level 
but no transfor-mation of data was felt to be necessary. 
On the basis of the results obtained in three analyses, 
Duncan tests were done on the •eans of these categories. As 
witb the Dm and Df variables, multiple ranges were used on 
variables L1a arxl Lf for the six categories only, especiall7 
since variable Lm was not significant for four categories. 
See Appendix Tables XLVII, XLVIII and XLIX.. A swaa.ry of 
Duncan tests of variables Lm and Lf for all six categories 
is presented in Tables 21 and 22. 
In the SUDIIIl&ry of results for variable IA the on.ly 
significant result was the .05 level of diff·erence of the 
MM perceived mother love mean (less loving) from all other 
categories, regardless of sex or occupation. All other 
results are not significant. Pooled results show that Lm 
is not significant as a predictor of occupational choice. 
In the summary of results for variable Lf the 
TABLE 20 
~ABLE SUMMARIZD'G ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR VARIABLES 
U1'l ABD Lf USING FOUR AND SIX 
SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
Variable Categories df Sig.Level 
Lm 4 2.17 3/92 N.s. 
Lm 6 2.52 5/134 .05 
Lt 4 2.90 3/92 .o5 
Lf 6 6.94 5/134 .01 
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TABLE 21 
SUDARY OF RESULTS OF ALL DtBCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON MEANS DERIVED FR<J4 ANALYSIS OF VARIAHCE OF VARIABLE Lm. 
FOR ALL SIX SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
Oatego17 slg.Levei Category 
1 X (with) 2 (dt=l3~) 
• 
Occupation D 51.!-.29 FV 60.54 .05 
Occupation FF 6o.66 JIF 6o.16 N.S. 
Occupation F'F 6o.66 FF' 64.45 N.s. 
Occupation FF 6o.66 JlF' 60.87 N.s. 
Occupation MF 60.16 IIF 1 60.87 B.s. 
Occupation JIF 6o.16 FF' 64.45 N.S. 
Sex D 54.29 KF 6o.16 .o5 
Sex. )0( 54.29 KF' 60.87 .05 
Sex. FK 6o.54 FF 6o.66 N.S. 
Sex. FJ( 6o.54 FF' 64-45 N.s. 
Occupation Pooled Ill 57-42 Pooled F 61.54 N.s. 
Sex Pooled ll 58.44 Pooled F 61.88 N.S. 
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TABLE 22 
SUJOURY OF RE5ULTS OF ALL DUNCAN :MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON MEANS DERIVED FROM ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Lt 
FOR ALL SIX SEX-OCCUPATION CATEGORIES 
Categor,r 
:X 
Category Sig.Level 
Bz 1 (with) 2 (dt=l34) 
Occupation D 54.33 FK 62.04 .05 
Occupation FF 53.29 llF 53.95 N.s. 
Occupation F'F 53.29 FF' 64.70 .01 
Occupation FF 53.29 KF' 48.16 N.s. 
Occupation KF 53.95 M.F' 48.16 N.S. 
Occupation JIF 53-95 FF' 64.70 .01 
Sex 11M 54.33 KF 53.95 N.s. 
sex JIM 54.33 KF 1 48.16 N.s. 
Sex FY. 62.04 FF 53.29 .01 
Sex FK 62.04 FF' 64.70 N.s. 
Occupation Pooled III 58.19 Pooled F 55.03 N.s. 
Sex Pooled M 52.14 Pooled F 60.01 .o5 
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significant results in this category are the perception of a 
I 
more loving father by two faaale categories, FM and FF , one 
in a male-oriented occupation and the other in a faaale-
oriented occupation. Overall tests of significance show 
that Lf is not a significant predictor of occupational choice 
when compared by sex or occupation. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
From the theoretical literature and empirical research 
it was assumed that identirication as well as parent-child 
climate might be signiricant antecedent variables to occupa-
tional choice. The design was established to allow ror a 
test or these two conditions, ror persons or both sexes, 
living in a nuclear ramily. The measure or identirication 
was a dirrerential analysis of values between subjects and 
each of the two living parents. Values and the meanings or 
dirferences are molded in the shared experiences or key 
ram.ily pairs, man and wire, rather and child, and mother 
and child. They are afrected, too, by the mutuality or 
inrluence or emotional interaction or one ramily pair- on 
another. From early childhood a constant socialization 
process evolves the basic value system, a system which 
traditionally, in our society, finds our men incorporating 
value systems more like their ratbers and our women incor-
porating value systems more like their mothers. Following 
the basic psychoanalytic framework, it is true that the 
rirst and most signiricant identirication is with the mother. 
Nonetheless, the Child's movenent away rrom exclusive union 
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with the mother into an expandiqJ series of fa:mil'1 relation-
ships initiates the establishment of personal identity and 
ushers in the process of value orientation, a process which 
continues through the developmental years and exerts consid-
erable influence in the total adaptation of every individual 
to his (or her) environment. It is this process of greater 
identification with one of two parents which is tested in 
the first h'1potbesis as being a meaningfUl factor in the 
choice of an occupation. 
The summary of means of scores of all scales of the 
Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values graphically illustrates 
the relationship between subject and parent or same sex repre-
sented by that particular occupational categor,y, for all six 
categories. (Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). Although the study 
is not specifically concerned with the values per !!• tbe 
influence or the parent with whan there is greater identifi-
cation is clearly seen in all categories. This influence is 
apparently inescapable, and it reflects some of the recent 
literature which feels that as early as two or three arxi 
certainly by tour or five, bo7s and girls have strikingly 
different interests and values which their parents steadily 
influence and strengthen, whether consciously or not. 
In the authors• manual for the Study or Values (1960), 
men are t1Pioally listed as scoring higher on the scales of 
theoretical, economic and political values and women higher 
on the scales of aesthetic, social and religious. The pre-
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dieted identification patterns appear to move accordingly in 
most of the value scales. The highest single mean is the 
aesthetic score tor the MF1 group, a typically higher female 
value, and this group, coincidentally, has the lowest single 
mean (of subjects) on the economic scale, a typically higner 
masculine value. The aesthetic score disclosed that the male 
engineers score extremely low as compared to all the temale-
t-,ped occupations, whereas the female engineers score much 
higher than the male engineers, probably as a result ot their 
femininity. The inclusion of some male elementary arts 
teachers is reflected in the elevated aesthetic value tar 
the MF category. The low social scores for both the male and 
.female teacher categories might support recent thinking in 
the literature that teachers, in general, are not highly 
motivated by a strong interest in social service, by powerful 
nurturant needs or even by a deep interest in children. The 
economic values tor all the students are considerably depressed, 
but this is very typical ot college studm ts who are still in 
an ideal and intellectually oriented period of vocational 
development. These scores traditionally increase after gradua-
tion and would more closely approximate the parents at that 
tiae. Throughout the graphs, the specific influences o.f typi-
CA-lly male or .female values on the subjects in the respective 
sex-typed occupational categories are noted. Although the 
patterns vary for each category, statistical analysis o.f the 
differences between parents• values by category showed that 
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they were not s 1gn1fi ca11tly di.fferen t. Since this study was 
concerned with identification as measured by degree of differ-
ence in Yalues between subject and parents and not by the 
yalues themselves, no direct analysis of values was performed, 
but the graphs offer same t.mediate overall comparisons. 
A. Results Relevant to Jlypo the sis I 
Hypothesis I states that oceupations are chosen which 
represent the sex-type of the parent with whom there is greater 
identification in the nuclear family. The data clearly sup-
ports this hJpothesis and in each of the sex-occupation cate-
gories the direction of identification was in accordance with 
the occupational sex-type, masculine or fem.iniue. Females in 
feminine-oriented occupations are significantly more identi-
fied with their mothers than faaales in mascUline-oriented 
occupations, and males in feminine-oriented occupations are 
significantly more identified witn their mothers than males 
in masculine-oriented occupations. When sub~cts were grouped 
by occupational sex typing, regardless of sex of subject, 
subjects in feminine-oriented occupations were significantly 
identified with their mothers to a greater degree than sub-
jects in masculine-oriented occupations. 
As far as parental identification for the male-typed 
occupation goes, there were no significant differences between 
the male and female engineers for either parent. There is a 
stronger identification with father than with mother for 
engineering categories, regardless of sex. Typically, in our 
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culture, engineering is a masculine occupation and the signif-
icant identification between the male engineer and his father 
is readily understood. In the present study, the male 
engineers do represent the most definite masculine sex-
occupation categor,r, so entry into a specific male-typed 
occupation is expected. The males in this category, more 
than the males in female-typed occupations, have had the 
advantage of growing up with a resolved Oedipal situation, 
having their masculinity condoned and rewarded by both mother 
and father alike. By the same token, the masculine role is 
reinforced through identification with the father and the 
incorporation of certain of the father•s values into the 
basic personality. The pattern ot suCh values sets up a 
disposition towards a male-typed occupation and they find 
engineering to be a most compatible occupational choice 
based on developed interests and aptitudes. By selecting 
engineering as a career, these male subjects are following 
cultural norms and satisfying masculine needs in the job-role 
model of the engineer. 
Inasmuch as engineering is so typically a masculine 
occupation in our culture, the import of the role of identifi-
cation is eaphasized in the strength of the identification 
bond between girl engineers and their fathers. It would be 
almost imperative for a girl to have a strong introjected mas-
culine value system to even attempt to move into an occupational 
area as masculine as engineering. Early interests in gadgets 
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and things would have been encouraged by an interested father 
and a male identification must have evolved which would allow 
this girl to feel comfortable in an occupation whiCh not only 
is so completely masculine, but so competitive on a theoreti-
cal and scientific basis. Again strong interests end apt itudEB 
in the mathanatieal and scientific areas make engineering an 
especially desirable occupational choice for these girls. out-
na.bered by over one hundred to one, the female engineer would 
have to have a strong enougn masculine component in her person-
ality to have her professional colleagpes even tolerate her, 
let alone accept her as an e~al or superior. The results of 
the present research show that on the basis of the variable, 
identification with father, we are unable to differentiate 
between male and female engineers, and the t emal e engineers 
are as significantly different trom the feminine oriented 
occupational categories as the male engineers are. Roe and 
Siegelman (1962) in the discussion of their researCh with 
adult tamale engineers give support to this result of strong 
identification with the father, although they used inferred 
identification tram interviews rather than derived identifi-
cation as was used in this study. They additionally reported 
that female engineers were characterized as having a high 
incidence of trauma in their earlier lives, including death 
or father and broken homes. Unfortunately, the present study 
camot contribute to their researCh inasmuch as each student 
by design was tram an intact fmaily and at no point was anr 
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clinical evaluation done on an7 of the subjects. 
Babcock (1941) felt that women tended to stabilize 
occupationally sooner than men do because there are fewer 
types of work open to them and because advancement to super-
visor7 and managerial positions is limited. Since that time 
significant changes have taken place, and throughout our 
culture we see that our dominant male values seem to have a 
weakening effect on girls• feminine identifications, more 
especially since girls are allowed greater latitude than 
boys in sex-role identification and learning. It may portend 
181at in the future thare will be more female engineers, 
doctors, scientists, accountants and the like if, according 
to the result obtained here, certain women have a stronger 
identification with father than with mother. The essential 
basis of inversion (i.e. the process in which an individual 
adopts the psychological identity typical of the opposite 
sex) appears to be an early, continuing, emotionally deep-
rooted identification with, as well as preferences for, the 
sex-role of the opposite sex. The identification being 
measured in these young adult subjects is not something they 
have developed during their college years. Brodbeck (1954> 
felt quite strongly that identification is a process which 
develops in degrees·orer a period of time during the Oedipal 
stage and becomes a later deter.minant of conscious development 
and contributes significantly to the overall behavior of the 
organism. The value system is therefore reflecting the 
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earlier deterministic tendencies of same-sex or opposite-sex 
identification as manifest in adult occupation choice. 
The female elanentary teachers represent a definite 
£~ale sex-occupation category so that the derived greater 
identification with mother is as would be expected. During 
earlier childhood the femininity has been rewarded and con-
doned so that the feminine role is strengthened and, as 
with the male engineers, there is a logical gravitation to 
an occupation which cultural!~ satisfied the personalit~ 
needs and values inherent in this same-sex identification. 
The significant thing is that both male engineers and 
female elementar.r teachers apparently are following cultural 
norms in their choices or occupations. Both occupations, 
for the respective sexes, are sociall~ acceptable, satisf~ 
status needs, and arrer financial security. The fa.ale 
teacher has incorporated much of the "mother-role" learned 
within the family am this role has adequate fulfillment in 
the classroom teach!~ o£ ~oung children. 
The male elementa~ teachers represent a cross-sexed 
identification like the female engineers. Unlike the female 
engineers who are not di tteren t !'rom the male engineers, the 
male elementary teachers are different from the female elemen-
tary teachers to the degree that the~ are more identified with 
their fathers, although not to the degree ar those in signi.fi-
cantly male-typed occupations. This was due in part to the 
fact that, as they indicated in the demographic questionnaire, 
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some subjects in this category had majored in elementacy 
education as a stepping stone to administrative jobs rather 
than to permanent classroom teaching. Although this makes 
their occupational choice more masculine in orientation, 
nevertheless as a total category it is significantly more 
identified with the mother than are the other masculine-
oriented categories 1 am the occupation of the elementary 
te&cher or administrator still involves his playing a role 
with younger children. The results of this study are very 
muCh like the findings of Mance (1949) in which he concluded 
that both female and male elementary teachers score signifi-
cantly higher than other groups on measures of femininity. 
Roe and Siegelman (1962) also found that among their student 
population a majority of those entering the teaching pro-
fession were mother-identified. 
Nursing has traditionally been a female-typed occupa-
tion in our culture. As expected, the nurses showed a sig-
nificantly stronger identification with mother than with 
father. In their job they are constantly supporting and 
sati sf'ying the needs of their patients in a "motherly" and 
feminine fashion. They work in situations which demand 
discipline, sensitivity, aapathy and constant involvement 
with dependent people. Their earlier identification with 
their mothers has developed an ability to play this feminine 
role, both with their patients and especially with the doctors 
with whom they work, doctors whose roles would be very much 
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like the dominant husband and father in the nursets own 
famil7. The nursets role might be compared to the teacher's 
role in handling people and satisfying feminine needs in 
their occupational roles. It 1a interesting to note that 
although they are equally identified with their mothers, as 
are tamale teachers, they are a little closer to their 
tathers and apparently would handle certain masculine aspects 
ot their work more caafortably. It may be that their accept-
ance ot responsibility in patient care and their phJsical 
endurance reflect a little stronger masculine component than 
we find in the female teacher. In fact, tbe7 are •quall7 
identified with father as compared to the male elementary 
teachers, although still significantly different from male-
t,.ped occupations• identification with father. 
The theoretical classification or the actors as a 
female-t,.ped occupation was substantiated by the data. In 
tact, it was the most significantly mother-identified of all 
the categories, being in and of itself significantl7 differ-
ent from all other categories, male and female-typed both. 
Although categorized as a female-typed occupation, this group 
differs markedly from the other female-typed occupational 
categor.l. es on the basis of the female role played. The actor 
represents the narcissistic, overprotected male, still battling 
with his guilt over the unresolved Oedipal conflict, seeing the 
audience•s approval in a rather detached and ~personal way to 
minimize guilt feelings. The teacher and nurse categories 
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represent the active mothering role; protecting, nurturing, 
supervising, and functioning in a direct personal relation-
ship. In the actor categor.y the strength of the felt 
emotional bond with the mother is reflected in the extent of 
significant differences between them and the other female-
typed categories. 
The actor is not concerned with things or people; but, 
on the other hand, is concerned over his role in life. The 
unresolved Oedipal problem causes him to search for a role, 
and role playing in the theatre seems to solve the problan. 
Sex-role contusion from the inverted identification is mani-
fest in incidences of overt effsminac~. Tbs occupational 
choice is a most difficult. one, and for man7 of the students 
merely an extension of earlier fantasy. The percentage of 
actors who will end up as professionals is infinitely small 
as compared to the engineers, teachers and nurses. The pro-
fessional actor, no doubt, is radically different from the 
student aetor which might be reflecting how cross-sex identi-
fication has become a problem and the student haa turned to 
acting (multiple role playing) to seek out his true identity. 
As a group the actors were closel7 identified with their 
mothers and significantly the most distant from their fathers. 
One wanders whether or not certain feminine qualities in these 
sons were intolerable to their fathers, thus creating the 
distance which is shown in the data. If so, the logical re-
inforcement would have come from the mother, and the stronger 
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mother identification would ensue. 
The results of the data collected for this study give 
significant support to tbe role or identification in occupa-
tional choice and findings are generally in keeping with the 
theoretical expectations. 
B. Results Relevant to HJpothesis II 
B)potbesis II states that greater identification in the 
nuclear family is more likely to occur between a child and 
that parent whose relationship is characterized by the child 
as being war.aer. In the first part of this study the hypothe-
sis concerning identification was supported and this provided 
an excellent opportunity to test the relationship of recalled 
parent-child cliaate to identification. From the results of 
the product-moment correlation, Table 7, it was apparent that 
for the individual categories there was no direct relationship 
between the identification as derived by category for Hypothe-
sis I and the degree of perceived loving behavior by the 
parent related by sex to the chosen occupation. However, when 
data were grouped both for four prim~ categories and then for 
all six categories, thus increasing the range and size of the 
categories, a level of significance of .05 was achieved for 
botn groupings. Thus, with pooled data the results do show 
that there is a significant relationship between identificaticn 
and recalled parent-child climate and on the basis of these 
results Hypothesis II is upheld. 
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Although the grouping of data does produce some 
significant results, the correlations are very low and the 
acceptance or BJpothesis II should be with a great deal of 
caution. The tact that the correlation tor the individual 
categories was not significant, may be due to t~e homogeneity 
ot the subjects within tbe separate categories. Although 
significant, the very low correlation tor combined groups 
yields almost no predictive value. FUrther, so little of 
the variance is accounted for that it is quite clear that 
other unknown taetars are quite relevant. 
It appears that within the specific sex-eccupation 
categories identification is not related to positive affec-
tive relationship. One must take into account the fact that 
identification is fro.m the very start motivated to a degree 
by frustration by the model. Im psychoanalytic theory the 
infant's desire to introject his mother as the source of 
eaafort is intensified by her absence. At the root of oral 
incorporation, the prototype of identification, we find 
aabivalence. Secondary identification, a regression from 
object-love, takes place when the ego, faced with the loss 
of the object, introjeets it to provide a substitute. This 
gives a logical basis to the feeling that in developing a 
super-ego, a child identifies with the more decidedly frustra-
ting parent. Freud (1946) gave examples in which victims of 
real or threatened hostility reacted by identifying with the 
aggressor. so~rs {1956) cited specific case histories 
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wherein vocational choice was determined specifically by iden-
tification with a teared or hated parent. It might possibly 
be that identification can derive from a dominant climate 
which is not significantly loving. Identification may develop 
from a parent-child relationship characterized as demanding, 
restricting, overprotecting, stimulating or the like. Parents 
might encourage a positive relationship on other grounds tban 
love and acceptance and identification may be based on the mere 
existence ot this relationship, regardless of the positive or 
negative aspects of such a relationship. 
c. Results Relating to additional Analyses 
Although not by intent, the primary categories used in 
the present study represent two of Roe•s (1957) major occupa-
tional groups, toward persons (the teachers) and not toward 
persons (the engineers). According to Roe•s bfpothesis, 
subjects in toward persons occupations should reflect earlier 
childhood experiences with parents whiCh were significantly 
warmer than tor those subjects in not toward persons occupa-
tions. Roe's hypothesis was not supported by the data from 
this study to the degree that when compared both by sex and 
by occupation, the tour priaar,y sex-occupation categories 
showed no significant differences as tar as recalled parent-
child climate (loving) was concerned. 
The male engineers and tamale engineers perceive both 
parents as equally loving, although the male engineers see 
this love as significantly lower than that perceived by the 
faaale engineers. Schaefer (1958) concluded from his research 
that in our culture girls, as 00ntrasted to boys, report both 
mother and father to be significantly more loving and affec-
tionate. 
The girl engineers and nurses felt that their fathers 
were significantly more loving than any other categories and 
turther they perceive both parents as equally loving. The 
nurses reflect a category whose feminine behavior and inter-
ests were probably encouraged and reinforced by both parents. 
The significance of the difference in Lf between girl teachers 
and nurses is important, since in our culture it appears 
almost as tlx>ugh the father has greater infiuence than the 
mother in accentuating the differences between boys and girls. 
He likes his little girl to be feminine, but he will also 
tolerate some of her masculine behavior, whereas he cannot 
usually tolerate any show of feztninity in his son, (viz: 
significantly low father love score for actors). It seems 
that possibly the fathers Of the nurses had certain relation-
ships with their daughters which the fathers of the other 
feminine-oriented categories did not have with their children, 
especially since these categories perceived their fathers as 
being significantly less loving. The girl engineers are also 
close to both parents and they reflect a positive relationship 
with their fathers on the basis of the measured degree ot 
identification as reflected by the s~ilarity in value systems. 
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Overall, pooled female subjects, regardless or occupa-
tional category, do show a significantly higher recalled father 
love than the pooled male subjects. One of the problems 
inherent in the use of an instrument such as the Parent-Child 
Relations Questionnaire is, as is so typical of all instruments 
using retrospective data, that as adults, having already made 
certain strong identifications, these identifications could 
possibly be influencing the answers suCh that it is easier tor 
girl engineers to perceive father as more loving than girl 
teachers. The strength of the "mother role" for the teachers 
might negatively influence their judgment of father's loving-
ness, but it does not explain tully whJ, tar example, a 
female engineer's perception of her motherts lovingness is 
equal to that of both categories having significantly stronger 
mother identifications; or why, even though the nurses identity 
to a significantly greater degree with their mothers, the 
perception of the lovingness or both parents is equal, but 
again significantly greater than that of the male engineers. 
Of course, it is ~possible to come to any f~ conclu-
sions about whether or not, or to what extent, psychological 
sex differences are innate or learned; but, however the differ-
ences arise, it is clear that they exist fran an early age and 
that they do play a significant role in the ~portant career 
planning and occupational decision making of our children, 
conscious or not. 
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D. Daplications far further Research 
!he traditional research in occupational choice that 
has been concerned with identification has failed to develop 
designs which would allow for the assessment of both same-sex 
and cross-sex identification within the same occupational 
categories. Stetmel (1960), after completing extensive 
research on childhood experiences and masculinity-femininity 
scores using high. school boys only said, "It is very possible 
that a greater degree of relationship between childhood 
identifications could be demonstrated it experimental groups 
which were clearly masculine or feminine could be found." 
The present research represents a distinct departure in this 
respect and yields some significant results. More research 
needs to be done on the personalit.y dynamics of persons in 
cross-sexed occupation categgries to determine what it is 
that causes such choices. One question to be answered is 
wbJ males enteriQg typically feminine occupational areas 
choose one specific area of specialization as compared to 
another. Role plaring and extent of identification must be 
investigated further for both sexes. FUrther research into 
sex-roles in vocational development is needed, more espec-
ially on the self-concepts associated with sex and additional 
relationships between sex roles and occupational roles. 
Further investigation may show why more men do not become 
nurses and more women engineers. Since occupations have no 
such !'actor as sex-appropriate behavior there is no involve-
ment at that level to inhibit persons from going into them. 
Is such inhibition only a cultural artifact perhaps? 
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The present study provides for strong cultural impli-
cations in so far as the choosing of an occupation is con-
cerned. There is no doubt that greater identification with 
one or the two parents in the nuclear family contributes 
significantly to the career decision-making process, but what 
actually establishes this identification needs to be given 
considerably more attention. On the basis of this study 
positive affective cl~te seems to contribute only marginally 
to the process of identification and other el~ates must be 
tested as well. 
Another ~portant question to be answered is which of 
the two parents is perceived as the dominant personality. It 
would be very important to discuss the total pattern of 
parental attitudes toward the child. It is quite possible 
that a boy might identify with his father's values and have 
very different behavior, or he may even have very different 
values and eXhibit the same behavior. Maybe the son is 
identifying strongly with the mother because in his family 
the mother is the dominant am masculine personality. This 
might account for persons in the specific categories having 
greater identification with their mothers and still being 
interested in the masculine aspects of their occupational 
category such as administration and supervision. 
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Additionally, no clinical assessments were done on any 
of the subjects, and the author feels tl:a t this should be 
done. By design this research did not have this as its intent, 
but fran recent literature, there is a strong inference that 
cross-sexed role identification in adult occupations reflects 
a high level neurotic pattern or disposition. Inherent in 
this thinkiag is that atypical occupational choice reflects 
atypical behavior. If this is the case, the female engineers 
and male elEmentary teachers of the present study should be 
turther evaluated on a clinical basis to test some recent 
b:fpotheses. The present study cannot give the answer to 
this question concerning adjustment and further research 
along these lines is suggested. 
Pitcher (1963) has developed sane interesting theories 
in recent research on the degree to which mothers and fathers 
present different models of thinking to their children and 
thereby influence the masculinity and femininity of the 
children. Parents, she felt, expect their daughters to be 
more feminine in behavior and interested in people, and their 
sons to be more masculine in their behavior and more interested 
in thiq;s and processes. Again, it would be important to know 
exactly how the parents themselves think, for some mothers in 
our culture handle the overall maintenance of the house, while 
the fathers do the shopping, cooking and baby-sitting for the 
family. Future research must concern itself with the differen-
tiation of these parent role models as they contribute to the 
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identification process within the famil~ and later occupational 
choice. 
Although the present research is based on identification 
within the nuclear family, this does not preclude the possibil-
ity of multiple identifications outside of the family, which 
might even be stronger than the felt identification with either 
of the parents. According to some theories, the significant 
figure for occupational identification lies outs1de of the 
family. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUJIKARY 
In this study an attempt has been made to test hypoth-
eses based on personality theory regarding the relationship 
between identification with a parent in the nuclear fmnily 
and its effect on subsequent occupational choice. In addition, 
the relationship or recalled parent-child climate to identifi-
eation and occupational Choice was also investigated. 
Since we expect same-sex identification to be typical 
of our culture and since we have within our culture certain 
occupations which are classified whether theoretically or 
statistically as being more typically masculine or feminine 
in orientation, each containing members of both sexes, it was 
considered valuable to measure parental identification of 
both these sexes in the same occupational categories to 
determine the role parental identification plays in the 
occupational choice process. 
The value systems of 140 carefully screened college 
students, both male and female, distributed throughout six 
specific sex-occupation categories which were typed as 
whether masculine or feminine in orientation, were compared 
with those of both parents. The categories were divided 
-120-
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into primary categories: male engineering (ME), f~ale engi-
neering (FM); male elementary education (KF), and female 
elementary education (FF); and secondary categories: tamale 
nursing lFF1 ), and male acting (KF1 ). The differences in 
value scores between subjects and each parent were statis-
tically analyzed to test predictions derived from a general 
hypothesis about identification with same or opposite sex 
parent in the nuclear fwnily and its relationship to 
occupational choice. 
Hypothesis I: Occupations are chosen which represent 
the sex-type or the parent with whom there is greater identi-
fication in the nuclear family. 
Predictions: 
1. Girls choosing feminine oriented occupations 
will show a greater identification with 
their mothers than girls choomng masculine 
oriented occupations. 
2. Boys choosing feminine oriented occupations 
will show a greater identification with 
their mothers than boys choosing masculine 
oriented occupations. 
3. Girls and boys choosing feminine oriented 
occupations will show a greater identifi-
cation with the mothers than their fathers. 
4• Girls and boys choosing masculine oriented 
occupations will show a greater identifica-
tion with their fathers than their mothers. 
Hypothesis I was supported by the data, and all predic-
tions were confirmed. 
In addition, having successfully established the validity 
of the first hypothesis, data from each subject measuring 
recalled parent-child climate were statistically analyzed to 
test the support or the second hypothesis. 
Hypothesis II: Greater identification in the nuclear 
family is more likely to occur between a child and that 
parent whose relationship is characterized by the child 
as being warmer. 
Overall analysis of grouped data for all categories 
'Jielded results which were significant for both. the primary 
categories and all six categories combined, although when 
separated into individual categories, significant results 
were not obtained. The overall tests of significance do 
support the second hypothesis on a marginal basis. 
Additional analysis of data showed that although 
parent-child climate did relate significantly to the iden-
tification process, parent-child climate in and of itself 
was not related to occupational choice as far as the 
categories employed in this study were concerned. 
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TABLE I 
TABLE OF RAW SCORES OF FINAL SAKPLE GROUPS BY CATEGORY 
OB LEE-THORPE CALI!iUBNIA OCCUPATIONAL INTEREST INVENTORY 
JO( MF 1 FF' 
Persoaal-social 15.72 18.94 27.88 29.71 22.14 31.16 
Natural 19.05 16.38 12.34 13.06 17.61 17.66 
Jlechaaical 25.01 1 23.34 11.52 15.05 14·44 11.22 
Business 18.17 14.98 17.26 13.76 21.30 15.72 
Arts 15.37 21.60 29.61 23.51 28.86 23.63 
Science 28.34 26.11 16.33 18.81 19.11 20.33 
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TABLE II 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION 
OF llOTBERS OF EVERY SUBJECT IN ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
USING ROEtS (1956) CLASSIFICATION 
Combined 
11F 1 li'li'' Groups :0 Fl4 Total 
I-III 
0 5 6 2 4 2 
13.28) 23 e (3.94) (3.94) (3.94) (3.94) (3.94) 
IV-VI 
0 3 1 2 3 5 2 16 
e (2.74) (2.74) (2.74) (2.74) (2.74) (2.28) 
VII-VIII 
• 1 2 2 5 2 1 13 e (2.22) (2.22) (2.22) (2.22) (2.22) (1.87) 
Housewife 
0 15 15 18 12 15 13 88 
e (15.10) (15.10) (15.10) (15.10) (15.10) (12.57) 
Totals 24 24 24 24 24 20 140 
Chi-square • 12.97 
d.f. • 15 
TABLE III 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION 
OF FATHERS OF EVERY SUBJ.ICT IN ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
USING ROEtS (1956) CLASSIFICATION 
Combined 
JlF1 w' Groups JO( 
I-III 
0 11 10 13 11 11 10 
• (11.82) (11.82) (11.82) (11.82) 11.82) (9.85 
IV-VI 
0 12 13 10 9 6 8 
e (9.94> (9.94) (9.94) (9.94) (9.94) (8 .28) 
VII-VIII 
0 1 1 1 ~2.24) ~2.24) 2 e (2.24) (2.24) (2.24) (1.87) 
-
Totals 24 24 24 24 24 20 
Chi-square • 8.35 
d.t'. • 10 
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69 
58 
13 
140 
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TABLE IV 
TABLE OF RAW SCORES FOR EVERY SUBJECT IN ALL 
SIX CATEGORIES FOR VARIABLE Dp 
SUbjects FF MF MF1 FF' 
1 38 38 ~ ~ ~~ ~0 2 ~g 56 ~ 3 50 fa q.o ~ 10 52 30 59 42 5k 12 40 ~~ 36 6 ~ ~0 5o 52 46 1 88 18 gg 56 8 10 btt 58 40 12 9 58 64 42 36 g 10 69 ~ i~ 36 66 11 59 10 ~ ~g 12 85 36 36 i' ~ 62 ~ 18 l~ ~g ~~ 30 15 32 ~ 15 16 ! 34 66 76 17 28 34 24 l~ ~ 18 68 g~ 102 19 ~a 52 87 68 78 20 52 l~ ~4 56 5q. 21 18 32 10 22 66 38 78 34 76 23 66 30 28 '~ ~i 24 76 72 62 
N 
X 
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TABLE V 
TABLE OF MEANS OF Dp SCORES OBTAINED ON ALL SIX VALUE SCALES 
OF ALLPORT-VERNON-LINDZEY STUDY OF VALUES BY BOTH 
PARENTS FOR BOTH PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CATEGORIES 
20 
52.00 55.91 
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TABLE VI 
']]HE SOURCES OF VARIANCE, DEGREES OF FREEDOM, SUMS OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY LEVELS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF THE VARIABLE Dp FOR FQUR PRIMARY CATEGORIES 
Catego:cy N 2X z;.x.2 
D 24 1248 74,628 
FM 24 1286 78,816 
FP 24 1215 69,545 
llF A 1188 661 ~k:6 
Totals 96 4937 289,335 
SST (Total Sum or Squares) = ~~x2 - (~~x)2 = 35,440 
N 
ssa (Sum or Squares 2 2 
Between Groups) =~<:)X) - (\~X) = 224 
SSw (Sum of Squares 
Within Groups) : SST - SSa = 35,216 
Source of 
Variation d.f. Sum of S~ares Mean Squares F p 
Between (r-1)= 3 s~ = 224 SSB: 74.66 Msa= .19 N.s. 
r-1 JrnW Within (N-r)=92 SSw :35,216 ssw=382.78 
1-r 
Total (N-1)=95 SST =35,440 
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TABLE VII 
'fBE SOURCES OF VARIANCE, DEGBDS OF FREEDOM, SUMS OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY LEVELS FQR THE ANALYSIS 0 F VARIANCE 
OF TBE VARIABLE Dp FOR ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
Catego17 B ~X 
JOl 24 1248 
Fll 24 1286 
PF 24 1215 
KP 24 1188 
KF1 24 1342 
FF' 20 104$ 
Teta1s 140 7324 
S8.,r (Total Sua of Squares) : 
ss8 (Sua of Squares Between Groups) 
s; (SWI'l of Squares 
Within Groups) 
source of 
=< ~ - (~X)2 : 521.13 
~~ Jl 
variation d.f. sua ot SOares Mean Squares 
~ 
74,628 
78,816 
69,545 
66,346 
81,812 
60 1032 
431,186 
p 
Between SSB: 104.23 MSa: .29 KS 
r-1 J1Sw 
s;: 354.58 
1-r 
WithiD 
Total 
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TABLE YIII 
TABLE OF MEANS OF RAW SCORES OF STUDENTS, MOTHERS AND FA.TIORS 
OB ALL SIX VALUE SCALES OF TD ALLPORT-VERNOK-LIBDZEY STUD!' 
OF VALUES FOR ALL SJ.MPLE CATEGORIES 
Theoretical Eeonaaio Aesthetic Social Political Religious 
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!Ubject 47.91 ~3.~4 33.50 34.62 44.41 36.02 Kotber ~7.41 o. 1 38.54 42.89 ~·15 4.3 .oo Father 7.06 47.12 29.29 35.20 .08 37.25 
PM 
Subject 50.54 4J,.62 40.42 ~1.98 37.85 ~·59 Kother 37.00 q.2.04 39.52 1.54 35.75 .19 Father 48.19 45.28 32.90 33.73 38.71 q.i.l9 
pp 
Si'bject 37-77 35.37 Jl-9.23 ~8.68 33.45 45-~0 Mother 37.53 4J..09 ij.o.~o 0.36 37.22 43. 0 Father 43-52 48.91 35. 5 36.82 39.64 35.ij.6 
llF 
!Ubject 39.54 35.20 50.47 38.00 3be25 37·5i Mother 37.87 40.16 43-54 41.12 3 .25 4J..o Pather 43-41 44-79 36.95 39.08 38.27 37.50 
KF1 §\ibject 36.17 32.29 ~.66 35.11 3z·21 Jl,2.28 Mother ~9.17 ~·35 .76 39-35 3 -42 4+-95 Pather 5.29 .35 .29 39.70 39.17 36.20 
w' 
SUbject 41-35 ~8.40 42.l0 ~-25 34-75 39.05 Mother 40.55 3.10 43· 5 38.25 35·90 38.55 Father li-7-75 ij.6.45 35.65 34.05 40.85 35.25 
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TABLE IX 
TABLE OF RAW SCORFS FUR EVERY SUBJECT IN CATEGO:Rf Mil 
FOR VARIABLES Dm., Lm, Df, Lt, Dd., Ld 
bitrerence 
Subjects Mothers Fathers Scores 
Iii Ia Df Lf na: LCI 
1 34.~8 50 19.44 lj 55.54 27 2 29. 4 02 18.~3 50.92 29 3 34.09 58 38. 6 27 35.23 61 
~ ~-24 bo 8.94 54 62.30 36 .19 24 32.51 ~~ ,1.62 22 24.65 59 18.16 6.46 43 7 21.28 37 17.52 ~ 43·7 26 8 28.4,2 ~1 15.74 52.68 9 9 32.45 6~ 10.94 ~ 61.50 30 10 34.72 1~·74 ~8-98 38 11 33.64 58 2 -41 51 9.23 37 12 38.1~ 6o 19.39 69 58.75 21 13 29.7 50 13.03 l~ 56.73 35 i~ 39.66 gg 17.94 61.72 56 11.5~ 14.90 42.65 30 16 40.0 6o 21.51 62 58.53 28 17 23.11 3l 5.29 ~~ 57.82 26 18 25.76 t~ 26.42 38.34 7 19 22.66 7.34 64 55.62 19 20 33. 2 22.89 65 50.73 31 21 10.3~ 6o 1a.28 63 36.06 27 22 28.8 ~ .54 6o 60.32 18 23 28.35 15.~3 61 52.42 25 24 30.13 9· 0 6o 60.33 31 
1.33 
TABLE X 
TA8LE OF RAW SCORES FQR EVER! SUBJECT IN CATEGO Rr N 
FOR VARIABLES Dm., Lm, Dt, Lt, Dd, Ld. 
Difference 
Subjects Mothers Fathers Soares 
!iii tii Df Lf D(t Ld 
1 27.77 65 18.4~ 70 4~·28 ~~ 2 28.21 63 29.5 59 3 .65 
i 40-70 68 21.81 75 58.89 23 33.15 ~ 1~.63 65 59.52 ~~ 16.69 .63 ~ 53.06 3 .38 50 24.28 54.10 36 7 3~.65 68 14·39 lo 60.26 28 8 ~-66 54 lO.r 6~ 65.27 20 9 .81 ~ 23. 5 58.36 2.3 10 28.,36 11. 0 6.3 56.70 .31 11 33.67 10.~ 56 63.19 42 12 14.00 l~ 15. 2 68 38.38 .33 1.3 30.52 12.26 lg ,7.56 23 14 22.67 72 17. 6 5.01 34 i~ 2~.28 ~~ 10.8~ 52 52.43 18 2 .21 11.9 ~ ~2.27 31 17 2 .35 66 18.01 8.34 ~' 18 ~4-20 13.08 6~ 1.12 19 0.75 65 26.!1.2 5k.33 31 20 31.l5 55 15.46 k1 ~ .26 39 21 21. 7 31 12.0 49.59 0 22 20.~9 75 11.48 l~ 9.01 34 ~ 22. 0 l6 15.36 ~7-24 .37 37.48 9.11 72 8 • .37 18 
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TABLE XI 
TABLE OF RAW SCORES FOR EV:&l'lY SUBJECT IN CATmORr FF 
POR VARIABLl!S Dn, Im, Dt, Lt, Dd, Ld 
Dlft'erence 
Subjects Mothers Fathers Scores 
Iii Iii Dr tl jj(J ta: 
1 34.18 37 40.33 59 33.85 8 2 6·79 66 28.88 50 20.91 ~t ~ 2 ·%2 56 2~·~5 25 43.97 11. 8 70 3 • 6 55 15.22 45 12.00 70 28.17 70 23.83 30 6 24·69 ~1 4J..03 43 23.6o 58 7 17.32 5~ J.i.3.17 17 1~.1~ 77 8 12.18 25.54 ~~ 2 .6 30 9 33·~ 75 51.53 22.0 36 10 21. 32 19.54 51 41-90 11 11 20. ~ 52 18.54 30 J.i.2 .10 52 12 30.4, 56 33.02 ~i 37·44 29 13 22.45 62 32.41 29·96 31 14 19.36 72 18.33 69 41.0 33 1.$ 21.8 70 27.35 71 34.51 29 16 24.3b 70 21.37 ~~ 43.00 63 17 17.2 51 23.83 33.43 ~~ 18 23.65 b9 28.li g4 35.21 19 6. 3 g~ 29. 16.97 30 20 38.3~ 43.98 ~j 34.36 31 21 18.8 56 ~.31 17.~ 43 22 3z.16 72 38.,2 l2 38. 30 ~~ 2 ·9a 53 32. 6 6~ 34-4 18 23.0 63 43. 6 19.22 31 
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TABLE XII 
'fABLE OF' RAW SCORES F'OR EVERY SUBJECT IB CATEGO HI 1lF 
F'OR VARIABLFS Dm, Lm, Dt, Lt, Dd, Ld 
Difference 
Subjects Mothers Fathers Scores 
Iii Ia Df Lt jjQ Ld 
1 24.oi 62 26.68 51 31.36 35 2 35.~ 62 28.91 64 46.65 28 i 21. 9 61 25.16 ~ ij.J..13 ~ 11.~1 66 21.54 30.31 28. 6 ~ 31.83 30.63 23 21.21 21.36 52 ~·91 14.6 1 20.10 ~~ 15.93 53 .11 33 8 l8.9l 22.23 51 3· ·14 39 9 12.9 62 35.83 59 11.13 33 10 13.98 68 16.18 §tt 31.80 ~ 11 27.27 61 17.26 46·99 5b 12 25.76 66 29.69 60 3 .01 
!i 18.16 l6 25.02 49 33.74 40 16.85 26.11 ~ 30.1a 39 32.95 k~ 35.43 44·4 28 12.~2 21.27 31.15 ~ 17 22. 0 64 30.23 69 32.5l 18 12.z6 61 25.10 
n 
27.8 ~~ 19 26. 8 6o 45.13 21.55 20 20.78 50 32.72 28.06 35 21 23.15 02 10.17 52.38 28 22 13-~ 6o 25.14 51 28.18 39 23 43. 29 3l·92 26 45.50 33 24 24.45 67 2 .53 69 31.92 28 
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TABLE XIII 
TABLE OF RAW SCORES FOR EVERY SUBJECT IN CATEGORr KF1 
FOR VARIABLES Dn, Lm, Df, Lt, Dd, Ld 
nif't'erence 
Subjects Mothers Fathers Scores 
Dn tii D'f tr :oa: La 
1 32.0~ 52 47.~1 25 24.68 57 2 9.1 55 27. 5 53 21.31 32 
~ 23.~9 70 25.l2 56 37-77 ~ 14. 3 72 ~1. 3 51 13.20 22.13 62 0.88 34 1.25 58 b 18.86 65 2~.65 51 33.21 44 7 23.19 ttl 3 .85 51 28.34 22 8 1~.69 41-%0 32 18.29 ! 9 1 ·44 74 38. 1 46 17.63 10 33.3f l~ 32.43 43 4o.69 11 28. 1 36.18 52 32. 3 47 12 12.39 71 46.22 50 6.17 51 13 15.93 a 19.18 52 36.75 ~~ ~~ 12.2~ 21.72 l~ 30.52 18.8 22.53 36.33 ~~ 16 23.62 51 ~.25 39 19.37 17 16.11 71 35.39 70 20.l2 .31 18 5.83 55 35.23 48 10. 0 37 19 20.52 56 35.15 59 25.37 30 20 30.72 -~ 31.43 52 39·29 3~ 21 2~.31 ~~·46 ~~ 29.85 ~5 22 2 ·+4 51 .51 19.63 ~~ 18.6~ 68 4~·09 43 15.55 ~g 21.8 6o 3 .21 50 25.67 
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TABLE XIV 
TABLE 0 F RAW SCORES FOR EVERY SUBJECT Ill CATEGORY F.F 1 
FOR VARIABLES :bll, Im, Dt, Lt, Del, Ld 
Birterence 
Subjects Mothers Fathers Sc<>res 
Dl1 Lm Dl Ll Dd LQ 
1 17.77 l2 27.31 66 30.46 36 2 17.02 ~ 18.00 65 39.02 29 ~ 21.07 30.29 67 30.78 27 7.61 22.80 69 2%.81 29 ~-79 53 20.88 51 2 .91 32 .32 67 2l.56 65 18.76 32 7 30.26 72 2 •62 l3 tt3.54 29 8 30.59 71 21. 7 6~ 8.92 37 9 20.29 73 25.72 34.57 ~ 10 9.05 511. 23.74 56 25.31 11 5-29 69 22.62 l4 22.67 29 12 20.73 61 11.31 49.42 27 i~ 37.62 ~~ 22.62 ~~ 55.00 2i 9·05 31.11 17.94 il 33-~~ b~ 33.08 l~ 40.37 30 11. 36.88 14.78 22 17 11.91 69 21.02 6o 30.89 39 18 22.36 l1 21.67 71 40.69 ~~ 19 30.29 6~ 61.51 48 8.78 20 16.12 36.25 75 19.87 22 
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TABLE XV 
TRE SOURCES OF VARIANCE, D:BnREES OF FREEDOM, SUKS OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY LEVELS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF THE VARIABLE Dd POR FOUR PRIMARY CATEGORIES 
Category ~X ~x2 
llr4 24 1258.27 67,531.14 
:nt 24 1297.19 71,431.12 
pp 24 724.08 23,878.75 
J(p A 853.82 3211W:l.80 
Totals 96 4133.36 194,980.91 
SST (Total Sum or Squares) : ~~;x2 - (~~X) 2 : 17,015.25 j 
ssB (Sum or Squares - <: (-£ jx)2 (<£ x)2 - 10 337 85 Between Groups) - ~ ~ - ~ - ' • 
SSw (Sua of Squares _ _ 
Within Groups) - SST - SSe - 6,677.81 
source of 
Variation d.f. Sum. of Squares Kean Squares F p 
Between (r-1)= 3 ssB=l0,337.85 SSB:3445.95 MIB=47.47 
.005 
r-1 i!i 
Within (lf-r)= 92 ss.= 6,677.81 SSw: 72.58 
-lf-r 
Total (H-1)=95 SST:17,015.66 
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TABLE XVI 
BARTLETT'S TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Dd 
FOR FOUR PRIMARY CATEGORIES 
Group n d.f 2 82 log s2 
D 24 23 1562.67 67.94 1.8322 
FM 24 23 1318.55 57.32 1.7583 
FF 24 23 2028.26 88.18 1.9453 
JlF 24 23 1052.6.$ !1:5·76 1.6202 
259.20 7.1863 
(1) Z:s2 :: 64.80 log' ~2 :: 1.8115 
r r 
(2) (r) x (log') = 7.2460 
(3) Di.f.ference: (r) x (log') minus ~log s2 = 
.0597 
<4> Chi-square = (2.3026) X (n- l) X (Di.f.f.) : 3.16 
TABid!: XVII 
DUlfCAN MULTIPLE IWIGE TESTS 
ON MEANS OF' FOUR CATEGORIES USING JIEAN SQUARE (WITHDl) 
DERIVED F'RCH ANALYSIS OF' VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Dd 
aeaa a quare within groups 
naaber of oases each group 
.. _ I _.....:1"""2r-c:. 2;.;;.8 _ ~ 24 
Degrees of freedaa: 92 
Duncan's factor 
Least significant 
difference 
Categol"f 
Keans 
Duncan's factor 
MF' 
30.17 
Least significant 
difference 
Oategor, 
)(eans 
MF 
30.17 
ONE PmlCENT LEVEL 
Num.ber of Means 
2 3 4 
3.72 3.87 3-99 
6.47 6.73 6.94 
F'F' D PM 
35.51 52.42 .54.04 
FIVE PERCENT LEVEL 
2 3 4 
2.81 2.93 3.06 
4-87 5.13 5.30 
FF' D 
* 35.51 ~2-!1:2 5!J:.O!i: 
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'?ABLE XVIII 
StDOU.RY TABLE OF ALL PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATIONS 
OF VARIABLES Dd with Ld FOR PRDU.RY AND SECONDARY CATEnORIES 
AS A DOLE AS WELL AS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL CATEGORIES 
11 = n ~XY - .:E:n:Y 
-yi~L"x~ - c~x)']f!l£ y1.- Cz'f)l..J 
Cate~o!'J r t (if sr15 • level 
JO( 
-.027 -0.14 22 N.s. 
PM 
-.324 -1.80 22 N.s. 
PF -.314 -1.52 22 N.s. 
KF -.041 -0.18 22 N.s. 
JlF' 
-.062 -0.28 22 lf.S. 
FF' +.007 t-0.03 18 N.S. 
Four groups 
-.358 
-1.43 94 .05 
Six groups 
-.289 -2.92 138 .os 
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TABLE XIX 
THE SOURCES OF' VARIANCE, DEGREES OF' FR.ED)OJI, SUilS OF SQ,UARF.<l, 
F'-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY LEVELS FOR THE .A.I'ALYSIS OF' VARIANCE 
· OF THE VAR !ABLE Dd FOR ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
Categol"J' • ~X ~7!-
D 24 1258.27 67,53l.lq. 
PI( 24 1297.19 71,431.12 
.., 24 724.08 23,878.75 
MF 24 853.82 32,144.00 
KF'' 24 585.12 16,883.18 
w' 20 625.49 22 1 ~88.68 
' 
Totals 140 5343.97 234,452.77 
SST (Total SU11. of Squares) : Z.&-.2 - C2ix)2 = 30,466.18 
I 
SSa (Sum o:t Squares 
Between Groups) 
SSw (S11111 of Squares 
Within Groups) 
Source o:t 
Variation d.f. Sum of S~ares )(ean Squares F 
Between (r-1)= 5 ssB=18,190.37 ~=3638.07 •Ss=39.71 
MSw 
Within (If-r)=l34 SS.::l2,275.81 s;_ 
N-r- 91.61 
Total (1'-1)=1.39 ssT:3o,466.18 
p 
.005 
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TABLE XX 
BARTLETT• S TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Dd 
POR ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
Group n df 2 82 log s2 
D 24 23 1562.67 67.94 1.8322 
Ftl 24 23 1318.55 57.32 1.7583 
'17 24 23 2028.26 88.18 1.9453 
JlF 24 23 1052.65 45.76. 1.6505 
IIF1 24 23 2606.26 108.59 2.0360 
FF' 20 19 2722.80 136.1~ 2.1332 
503.93 11.3562 
log' ~ 2 • 1.9242 
r 
(2) (r) x (log') • 11.545 
(3) Difference: (r) x (log') minus ~log s2 •• 189 
C4> Chi-square • (2.3026) x (n-1) x (Diff.) • 9.53 
TABLE XXI 
DUNCAN MULTIPLE RAlJGE TESTS 
ON DANS OF SIX CATEGORIES USING DAN SQUARE (WITltiH} 
DERIVE~;) FRCX ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Dd 
mean square within groups 
number or oases each group 
~1.61 3.34 
De~ees ot freedom: 134 
ONE PlmCENT LEVEL 
Number or means 
2 3 4 5 
Duncan's factor 3.64 3.80 3.90 3.98 
Least significant 
difference 7.13 7.44 7.64 7.80 
Category- KF' FF w' IF D 
Means 24.38 30.17 31.27 35.57 $2.Q.2 
FIVE PERCENT LEVEL 
2 3 4 5 
Duncan•s factor 2.77 2.92 3.02 3.09 
Least significant 
difference 5.42 $.72 5-91 6.0$ 
categor,- MF' FF FF' JlF 10( 
Keans 24.38 30.17 31.27 35.51 22.42 
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6 
4.04 
7.91 
FJ( 
,?4.04 
6 
3.15 
6.17 
FK 
5h.!O!I: 
TABLE XXII 
TIE SOURCES OF VARIANCE, DEGREES OF FREEDOM., SUMS OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY LEVELS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF 'lH E VARIABLE Dn POB FOUR PRIIIARY CATEGORIES 
Category 
Jill 24 717.78 22,796.47 
P1l 24 712.02 22,942.12 
FF 24 536.87 13,685.05 
1lF _A 545.39 13z212•Y:2 
Totals 96 2512.06 73,343.09 
SST (Total SUlll ot Squares) = 2 t..Y!- - (~!x)2 : 7,609.29 
I 
SSB (Sum of Squares =~ <~Jl2 _ (~NX)2 : 1,260.37 Between Groups) c._ _ -- -
SS. ( Sl.UR of Squares 
Within Greups) 
Source ol' 
Variation d.f. 
1!etween (r-1)= 3 
Withia (ll-r )= 92 
Total (lt'-1)= 95 
Slllll of Sg,uares Mean Sg,uares p 
ssB= 1,260.37 SSB: 420.12 KSB= 6.08 
r-1 JISw 
ssw= 6,348.92 SSw: 69.01 
lf-r 
SST= 7,609.29 
p 
.01 
TABLE XXIII 
'l'1IE SOURCES OF VARIANCE, DEGBEBS OF FREEDOK, SUJlS OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY LEVELS POR THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF 'JHE VARIABLE D1L FOR ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
Category N -z.x '€X2 
101 24, 717.78 22,796.47 
li1l 24 712.02 22,942.12 
FF 24 536.87 13,688.05 
MF 24 542.91 13,749·45 
MP1 24 491.30 11,183.60 
w' 20 368.25 81617.20 
Totals ll.t.O 3369.13 93,144.19 
SST (Total Sum of Squares) =~tx2 - (~tx) 2 = 12,065.36 
i 
SSB (Sum of Squares 
Between Groups) 
SSw (Sum of Squares = 
Within Groups) 
Source of' 
Variation d.f'. Sum. of Sg,uarea llean Squares F 
Between (r-1)= 5 ssB;: 2,670.61 SSB - MS 
- 534.12 B• 7.61 
r-1 KSw 
Within (N-r)=134 SSw= 9,394.75 SSw: 70.11 
N-r 
Total (N-1)=139 SST*12,065.36 
p 
.01 
14.7 
TABLE XXIV 
TBE SOURCES OF VARIANCE, DEGREES OF FREEDOK, SUMS OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABD:.ITY LEVELS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF THE VARIABLE Dt FOR FOUR PRllURY CATEDORIES 
Categor:r ~X £X2 
• 24. 4.18.51 8,717.4.5 
Pll 24. 374..83 6,635.37 
'" 
24. 772.79 26,845.92 
MF ~ 644.09 18 1 71~.62 
Totals 96 2210.21 60,914.43 
SST (Total Sum ot Squares) : th2 - (~i.x) 2 : 10,028.72 
I 
SSB (Sua ot Squares =~(~ 1)2 _ (~~X)2: 4 435 30 Between Groups) c::::. a 'jf ' • 
SSw (Sum ot Squares : SSm _ SS• : 5 , 593 • 1.~ W1th1a Groups) o~.· Q '+' 
Souree ot 
Variation d.f. Sum. of Squares llean Squares F 
SSB=1478.43 MS:s:24.32 
r-r imi 
Betweea 
Withia 
'l'otal. 
(N-r): 92 SSw= 5,593.42 
(B-1)=95 ssT=10,o28.72 
SSw: 60.79 
1-r 
.01 
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TABLE XXV 
THE SOURCES OF VARIANCE, DEGREES OF FREEDOM, SU)(S OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY LEVELS FOR THE ANALYSIS CF VARIANCE 
OF ME VARIABLE Dt FOR ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
Category £X ~x2 
-
24 418.51 8,717.4.5 
-
PK 24 374.83 6,63.5.37 
FF 24 772.79 26,84.5-92 
llF 24 646.57 18,715.69 
llF' 24 866.18 33,444-77 
FF' 20 542.26 16162!!:-0Y: 
Totals 140 3618.65 111,0.53.24 
SST (Total Sum of Squares) =~1x2 - {~i.X)2 • 17,520.18 j 
S~ (Sum of Squares : ~ (~1)2 _ (~~X)2 : 7,884.77 Between Groups) c:::::_ n ~1 ......... -
SSw (SlDl of Squares Within Groups) : SST - SSB : 9,635.41 
Source ot 
Variation d.f. SUDL of Sg,uares Jlean Sg,uares F p 
Between (r-l)= 5 S:Js: 7,884.77 SSB =1576.9.5 K8a=21.93 
r-1 JmW .01 
Within (:1-r )=134 ss.= 9,635.41 SSw: 71.90 1-r 
Total (ll-1)=139 SST-17,520.18 
TABLE XXVI 
J3ARTLETT•S TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Dn 
FOR FOUR PRIU.RY CATEGORIES 
(}roup n df 
101. 24 23 
F.l4 24 23 
FP 24 23 
KF 24 23 
2 
1329-47 57.80 
1818.29 79.05 
1675.51 72.85 
1525.70 66.33 
276.03 
leg' ~s 2 • 1.8388 
r 
(2) (r) x (log') = 1.3550 
(3) Difference: (r) x (log') minus ~log a2- .011 
log s2 
1.7619 
1.8979 
1.8624 
1.8211 
7.3439 
<4> Chi-square • (2.3026) x (n- 1) x (Diff.) •• 53 
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TABLE XXVII 
BARTLETT t S TEST 0 F HOMOGENEITY: 0 F VARIANCE 0 F VARIABLE Dn 
FOR ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
Group n df 2 log s2 
D 24 23 1329.47 57.80 1.7619 
PM 24 23 1818.29 7"J.05 1.8979 
FF 24 23 1675.51 72.85 1.8624 
MF 24 23 1525.70 66.33 1.8217 
KP 1 24 23 1126.31 48-97 1.6899 
P.F' 20 19 1837.10 26.68 1.2823 
421.68 11.0191 
(l) Z s2 = 70.28 log' ~ 2 • 1.8465 
r r 
(2) (r) x (log') • 11.0791 
(3) Difference: (r) x (log' ) minus Z,.log s2 • .o6o 
<4> Chi-square = (2.3026) X (n-1) X (Diff.) • 3.17 
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TABLE XXVIII 
BARTLETT'S '!'EST OF HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Df' 
FOR FOUR PRIIIA.RY CATEXJORIES 
Group n df' 
JO( 24 23 
FJ( 24 23 
F7 2At. 23 
JIIi' 24 23 
(1) ~ a2 • 6o.66 
r 
2 82 
1419.54 61.69 
781.33 33.97 
1950.82 84.81 
1430.20 62.18 
2q.2.65 
log' ;E:,s 2 • 1. 7829 
r 
(2) (r) x (log 1 ) • 7.1316 
(3) Difference: (r) x (log') minus ~log s2 •• 087 
log s2 
1.7902 
1.5314 
1.9284 
1.7231 
7-0437 
(4) Chi-square= (2.3026) x (a- 1) x (Dift.) • 4.23 
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TABLE XXIX 
BARTLETT'S TEST OF HOMOGEMErrY OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Df' 
FOR ALL SIX CATEDORIES 
Group n df' 2 8 2 log a2 
.. 24 23 1419.54 61.69 1.7902 
N 2lt. 23 781.33 33.97 1.53llt. 
pp 24 23 1950.82 84.81 1.9284 
MF 24 23 1430.20 62.18 1.7937 
KF' 24 23 2183.62 94-94 1.9774 
FF' 20 19 1991.75 10~.83 2.0202 
442-42 11.0416 
log' 
(2) (r) x (log') - 11.2056 
:E s 2 = 1.8676 
r 
(3) Difference: (r) x (log') minus ~log s2 •• 164 
(4) Chi-square • (2.3026) x (n-1) x (Diff'.) • 8.47 
TABLE XXX 
DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON MEANS OF FOUR CATEGORIES USIIG MEAN SQUARE (WITHIN) 
DERIVED FROM. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Dlt 
mean square within groups 
number or cases each group 
6~401 
sm • 1.70 
Degrees ot freedom: 92 
Duncan• s factor 
Least significant 
difference 
OD PERCENT LEVEL 
Number ot means 
2 
3.72 
6.30 
3 
3.87 
FF llF FJl D categol'J 
Means 22.37 22.62 29.67 29.91 
Duncan's factor 
Least significant 
difference 
Category 
FIVE PERCENT LEVEL 
2 
2.81 
5.01 
q. 
3.06 
5.18 
FF MF It1l J01 
Means 22.37 22.62 29.67 29.91 
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TABLE XXXI 
DUNCAN MULTIPLE RAWE TESTS 
ON MEANS OF SIX CATEGORI1!5 US IHG MEAN SQUARE (WITHIN) 
DERIVED FROM ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Im 
mean square within groups 
Sm.= 
number of cases each group 
70.11 
23.33 
Degrees of freedan: 134 
ONE PERCENT LEVEL 
Number of Means 
2 3 4 5 
Duncan's factor 3.64 3.80 3-90 3.98 
Least significant 
6.22 6.49 6.66 6.80 difference 
categorr FF' MF' FF :r.tF PI( 
Means 18.41 20.47 22.37 22.62 29.67 
FIVE PERCENT LEVEL 
2 3 4 5 
Duncan's factor 2.77 2.92 3.02 3.09 
Least si8Qificant 
difference 4·73 4·99 5.16 5.28 
Category FF' MF' FF MF FJ( 
Means 18.~1 20.~7 22.37 22.62 22.67 
6 
4.04 
6.90 
D 
29.91 
6 
.3.15 
5.38 
101 
22·21 
TABLE XXXII 
DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON MEANS OF FQUR CATEGORIES USlliG MEAN SQUARE (WITHIN) 
DERIVED FROM ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Df 
Degrees of freedan: 92 
Duncan• s factor 
Least significant 
difference 
Categol."1 
Means 
Duncan r s factor 
FK 
15.62 
Least significant 
difference 
Category-
!leans 
PM 
1,5.62 
mean square within groups 
number of cases each group 
60.79 24 
ONE PERCENT LEVEL 
Number of' :Means 
2 3 4 
3.72 3.87 3.99 
,5.89 6.13 6.32 
.. JOi' lPl' 
17.44 26.94 32.20 
FIVE PERCENT LEVEL 
2 3 4 
2.81 2.93 3.06 
4.4.5 4-69 4-84 
D KF JPli' 
17.44 26.2!1: 32.20 
1.55 
TABLE XXXIII 
DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON MEANS OF SIX CATEGORIES USING MEAN SQUARE (WITHIN) 
DERIVED FROM ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Df' 
aean square within group a 
"m.· 
nua'ber o t cases each group 
23.3 
DeEees of freedom.: 134. 
ONE PERCENT LEVEL 
Number of Means 
2 3 4 5 
Dua: an• s factor 3.64 3.80 3.90 3.98 
Least significant 
6.29 cU.t' !'ere nee 6.59 6.74 6.88 
categorr PM JD( llF FF' FF 
Ileana 1$.62 17.44 26.94 27.11 32.20 
FIVE PERCENT LEVEL 
2 3 4 5 
Duncan • s factor 2.77 2.92 3.02 3.09 
Least significant 
dif'f'erence 4-79 5.05 5.22 5.34 
Categoey F\1 D llF FF' FF 
Means 15.62 17.44 26.9~ 27.11 32.20 
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6 
q..o4 
6.98 
Ill'' 
36.09 
6 
3.15 
5-44 
JlF' 
J6.09 
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TABLE XXXIV 
Tlll$ SOURCES OF VARIANCE, DEGREES OF FREEDOM, SUMS OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY LEVBLS POR THE ANALYSIS OF VARI.AllCE 
OF TilE VARIABLE L4 FOR F011l PRJJIARY CATEGORIES 
Catego17 If 2X :e_x2 
D 24 712 25,936 
:N 24 684 21,711 
FP 24 899 39,785 
MF __gL 869 3218.26 
Totals 96 3164 119,748 
SB.f (Total Sum or Squares) = i2.x2 - (i~ X) 2 = 15,467.84 
I 
SSB (Sum or Squares : <::: ( S.J)2 _ Ciix)2 : 1 476 69 
Between Groups) C::: n 1 ' • 
s; (Sum or Squares 
Within Groups) : SST - SSB : 13,991.15 
Source of 
Variation d.r. Sum ot Squares llean Squares F 
Within (I-r)= 92 ss.=13,991.15 5Sw= 152.07 
1-r 
p 
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TABLE XXXV 
BARTLETT'S TEST OF HOMOGEliEITY OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Ld 
., 
FOR FOUR PRDIARY CATEGORIES 
Group n d.f 
D 24 23 
PI( 24 23 
FF 24 23 
)(F 24 23 
(1) =s2 
.... ~ ..__- = 152.07 
r 
(2) (r) x (log')= 8.~896 
2 82 
4,273-34 185.79 
2217.00 96.39 
6109.96 265.65 
1391.00 60.~7 
6o8.3o 
log' ~2 • 2.1474 
r 
(3) Di.f.ference: (r) x (log 1 ) minus ~log s2 •• 131 
log s2 
2.2690 
1.9840 
2.4242 
1.781!1: 
8.4586 
C4) Chi-square= (2.3026) x (n- 1) x (Di.f.f.) = 7.01 
TABLE XXXVI 
DUNCAN llULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON MEAlS OF FOUR CATEGORIES lEDIG KEAN SQUARE (W:r:fHIN) 
DERIVED FROM ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Ld. 
Degrees of freedom: 92 
Duncan's factor 
Least significant 
difference 
Category 
Ileana 
Duncan•s factor 
Least significant 
difference 
Categcry 
Ileana 28.50 
meam square within groups 
nlllli:> er ot cases each group 
152.02 
ONE PERCENT LEVEL 
lfumber of Means 
2 3 4 
3.72 3.87 3.99 
9.30 9.67 9·97 
Mil KF FF 
29.66 32.45 36.20 
PIV E PERCENT LEVEL 
2 3 4 
2.81 2.9~ 3.06 
7 .• 00 7.37 7.62 
JOI liP FF 
29.66 32.45 36.20 
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TABLE XXXVII 
T11E SOURCES OF VARIANCJS, DJSG!tEES OF FHEEDOK, SUMS OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY LEVELS ~R TFIE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF TRE VARIABLE Lei FOR ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
Category ~X .z.x2 
JO( 24 712 25,396 
ft( 24 684 21,711 
FF 24 899 39,785 
llF 24 869 32,856 
JUP' 24 1025 46,092 
FF' 20 595 19,163 
Totals 140 4784 185,003 
ssT (Total SUil or Squares) = Ux2 - (~i.x}2 = 21,526.89 
I 
Between Groups) = ~ - ('i~X) = 3,758.35 S~ (Sum or Squares ~ 2 2 
--nr- lt 
s; (Sum. or Squares 
Within Groups) 
Source oi' 
Variation d.r. 
Between (r-1)= 5 
Wit hiD. (ll-r)=134 
Total (N-1)=139 
Sum of Ssuares Mean S~ares F 
ssB= 3,758.35 88B= 751.67 118a. 5.66 
r-1 1lSw 
SSw=17,768.54 SSW:132.60 
i-r 
SST•21,526.89 
p 
.01 
TABLE XXXVIII 
BARTLETT'S TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF VARIA:OOE OF VARIABLE Ld 
FOR ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
Group n dt 2 s2 log s2 
-
24 23 4273-34 185.79 2.2690 
FM 24 23 2217.00 96.39 1.9840 
FF 24 23 6109.96 265.65 2.4242 
JtlF 24 23 1391.00 60.47 1.7814 
:MF' 24 23 2315.96 100.69 2.0291 
FF' 20 19 1461.75 76.23 1.8861 
785.92 12.3738 
(1) log' ~s 2 = 2.0968 
r 
(2) (r) x (log 1 ) = 12.5808 
(3) Difference: (r) x (log') minus ~log s2 •• 207 
<4> Chi-square • (2.3026) x (n-1} x (Diff.) = 10.94 
TABLE XXXIX 
DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON DAH3 0 F SIX CATEnORIES USING :MEAN SQUARE (WIT BIB) 
DERIVED FRO)( ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Ld 
mean square within groups 
number of cases each group 
3.33 
Degrees of freedom: 134 
Duncants factor 
Least significant 
difference 
OD PERCENT LEVEL 
Number of means 
2 3 
3.80 
162 
Category 
Ileana 
~ D W 1 KF W U 1 
28.50 29.66 29.75 32.45 36.20 42.7Q_ 
Duncants factor 
Least significant 
difference 
Categery 
Keans 
FIVE PERCENT LEVEL 
2 
2.77 
6.50 
3.02 
6.86 
TABLE XL 
THE SOURCES OF VARIANCR,. DEGREES OF FRERJX>Jl, SUidS OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY LEVRIS PUR THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF TPIE VARIABLE Lt FOR FUUR PRIMARY CATEGORIES 
Category N ~X ~2 
)0( 24 1304 74,764 
IiJI 24 1489 94,195 
FF 24 1279 73,165 
llF A 1295 1lz221 
Totals 96 5367 314,115 
SST (Total SUBL of Squares) =~xf- - (OZ.'ZX) 2 : 14,066.16 
I 
ssa (Sum of Squares = L (~1}2 - (:2zx)2 = l 217 95 Between Groups ) C:::.:.. 11 I ' • 
SS., (Sum of Squares Within Groups) : SST - SSB • 12,848.21 
sovce ot 
Variation d.f. Sum of Squares Kean Squares F 
Betweea (r-1)= 3 ssB= 1,217.95 SSB: 405.98 MSB: 2.90 
r-1 JlSW 
Within (:1-r )= 92 S:Jw=l2,848.2l SSw: 139.65 
N-r 
Total (N-1)= 95 SST=l4,066.16 
p 
.05 
TABLE XLI 
TBE SOURCES OF VARIANCE, DEGREES OF FREEDOJI, SUJIS OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY L»>ELS :roR THE AliALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF THE VARIABLE Lf FOR ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
Category N ~X ~x2 
D 24 1304 74,764 
HI 24 1489 94,195 
FP 24 1279 73,165 
KF 24 1295 71,991 
o' 24 1156 58,086 
PF' 20 1294 8!1:1 686 
Totals 140 7817 456,887 
SST (Total SlDl of Squares =~~x2 - (2~X) 2 • 20 ,4J.9.23 
li 
ss8 (Sl.llll of Squares = <:::: l~J)2 _ (~~ X)2 • 4, 202•11. Between Groups) L n ~-~=~.~;..;;;.&.-- '+' 
SSw (Sum of Squares 6 Within Groups) :SST - SSB : 1 ,217.09 
Source ot 
Variation d.f'. Sum. of Squares Kean Squares F p 
Between (r-1)= 5 ssa= 4,202.14 SSa= 840.42 JlSB: 6.94 .01 
r-1 lsw 
Within (B-r)=134 SSw•l6,217.09 8 Sw:121.02 
r-r 
Total (N-1}=139 ss.p=2o,419.23 
TABLE XLII 
THE SOURCES OF VARIANCE, D:EGREES OF li'REEDOM, SUMS OF SQUARES, 
!'-RATIOS AND PROBABILI'fi LEVELS FOR THE ANALYSIS CF VARIANCE 
OF TBE VARIABLE Ia FOR FOUR PRIIURY CATEGORIES 
Category ~X ~x2 
D 24 1303 73,359 
F!l 24 1453 90,497 
PF 24 1456 91,096 
KF A 14114 88 1 6~2 
Totals 96 5656 343,604 
SST (Total Sum or Squares) :-z_1.J!. - (~X)2 = 10,371.34 
I 
SS (Sum or Squares - 2 2 
B Between Groups) - <::::: ("#X) - (z~X) = 687 • 75 L u.j 1f 
SSw (Sum ot Squares : SS _ SS : 9 683 59 
Within Groups) T :8 ' • 
Source of 
variation d.t. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F p 
Between (r-1)= 3 SSs= 687.75 SSB: 229.25 J4SB:2.178 H.S. 
r-1 Ksw 
Withiu. (N-r)= 92 ss.= 9,683.59 SSw: 105.2.5 
- -N-r 
Total (N-1): 95 SST=l0,371.34 
166 
TABLE XLIII 
THE SOURCES OF VARIANCE, DEGREES OF FREEDOM, SUMS OF SQUARES, 
F-RATIOS AND PROBABILITY LEVELS FUR THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
OF THE VARIABLE Im FUR AIL SIX CATEGORIES 
Catego17 .2:X ~2 
Jill 24 1303 73,359 
Fll 24 1453 90,497 
PF 24 1456 91,096 
• 24 1444 88,652 
u' 24 1461 91,071 
FP' 20 1289 8!J:1721 
Totals 140 8406 519,426 
SST (Total Sum of Squares) ='2.i...x2 - (Z:~x) 2 = 14,705.79 
I 
SSs (Sum of Squares = < ( ~.x)2 _ (~~x)2 : 1 , 266.8! Between Groups) L nj I 
SSw (Sua of Squares : SST - ssB: 13,438.98 Within Groups} 
Source of 
Variation d.f. Sum of Squares Mean Squares p p 
Between (r-1)= 5 SSB= 1,266.81 88B= 253.36 ISs: 2.52 .05 
r-1 KSw 
Within (N-r)=134 SSf=13,438.98 8Sw: 100.29 
1-r 
TABLE XLIV 
BARTLETT'S TEST OF HOMOGEilEITY OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Lm 
FOR ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
Group D. df 
JOI 24 23 
liK 24 23 
P.F 24 23 
D 24 23 
llF1 24 23 
FF' 20 19 
(1} zs 2 = 100.31 
l' 
2 82 
2616.96 113.78 
2.529.96 109.99 
276.5.34 120.23 
1771.34 77.01 
2132.63 92.72 
1674.9.5 88.12 
601.88 
log' ~s 2 • 2.002.5 
l' 
(2) (r) x (log'}= 12.01.50 
log 82 
2.0.563 
2.04J.3 
2.0801 
1.8866 
1.9672 
1.2~22 
11.9768 
(3) Difference: (r) x (log 1 ) minus 2".1og s2 = .0382 
<4> Chi-square= (2.3026) x (n-1) x (Ditf.} • 2.01 
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TABLE XLV 
BARTLETT'S TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Lt 
FOR FOUR PRIMARY CATEGORIES 
Group n dt' 
23 
23 
23 
23 
(1) ~·2 • 139.21 
r 
(2) (r) x (log') = 8.5648 
2 
3913.34 
1814.96 
5oo6.17 
2073.50 
82 
170.14 
78.91 
217.65 
20·12 
556.85 
log' ~s 2 = 2.1412 
r 
log 82 
2.2308 
1.8972 
2.3377 
1·22Y:3 
8.4200 
(3) Difference: (r) x (log') minus ~log s 2 •• 144 
<4> Chi-square= (2.3026) x (n- 1) x (Dit't'.) • 7.65 
~69 
TABLE XL VI 
BARTLETT'S TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE Lt 
FOR ALL SIX CATEGORIES 
Group n dt 
.. 24 23 
,. 24 23 
PF 24 23 
JlF 24 23 
KF' 24 23 
PF' 20 19 
(1) zs2 = 118.69 
r 
2 a2 
3913.34 170.14 
1614.96 78.91 
5006.~7 217.65 
2073.50 90.15 
2405.34 104.58 
964.20 20·79: 
712.17 
log' ~s 2 • 2.0741 
r 
(2) (r) x (log') • 12.4.446 
lG>g s2 
2.2306 
1.6972 
2.3311 
1.9543 
2.0191 
1.702!J: 
12.1445 
(3) Difference: (r) x (log') minus ~log s2 = .3001 
<4> Chi-square = (2.3026) x (n-1) x (Ditt.) • 15.88 
'fABLE XLVII 
DUNCAN KULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON JI.EANS OF SIX CATJDORIBS USING JIEA.N SQUARE (WITHIN) 
DERIVED FROJI ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF VARIABLE L1IL 
mean square within groups 
&a• 
number of cases each group 
100.2~ 
8m • 2.06 
Degrees ot treedom: 13Q. 
Duncan• s factor 
Least significant 
ditterence 
Categorr 
OlE PERCENT LEVEL 
NUilber o t means 
2 3 
3.80 
8.15 
170 
8.28 
Means 54.29 60.16 6o.54 6o.66 6o.87 64.45 
Duncan's factor 
Least significant 
difference 
Categorr 
PIVE PERCENT LEVEL 
2 
2.77 
3 
3.02 
6.19 
D U N W JIF 1 W' 
Keans 54.29 60.16 6o.54 6o.66 60.87 64.45 
TABLE XLVIII 
DUliCAN JroLTIPLE RA.NJ.E TESTS 
OW DANS OF FOUR CATEGORI:SS USING MEA.N SQUARE (WITHIN) 
DERIVED FROII ANALYSIS OF VAR!A!CE OF VARIABLE Lt 
Degrees of treedom: 92 
Duncan• a factor 
Least sigpificant 
difterenee 
mean square within groups 
number of cases each group 
OlTE PERCENT Lli.VEL 
Number of aeans 
3 
3.87 
.. - 2.41 
Catego17 FF llF 101. :N 
Jlems 53.29 53.95 54.33 62.04 
Duncan's factor 
Least s1gp1ficant 
difference 
Category 
Means 
FIVE PERCENT LEVEL 
2 
2.81 
3 
2.93 
4 
3.06 
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TABLE XLIX 
DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 
ON MEANS OF SIX CATJ!OORIES USilG KEA.li SQUAllE (WITHilf) 
DERIVED FROM ANALYSIS 0 F VARIANCE 0 F VARIABLE Lf 
mean square within groups 
Sm.• 
nwaber ot cases each group 
121.02 
23.33 
De~ees ot freedom: 134 
ONE PERCENT LEVEL 
!lumber of means 
2 
.3 4 5 
Duncan• s factor 3-64 3.80 3·90 3.98 
Least significant 
difference 8.15 8.51 8.73 8.91 
CategorJ' KF' FF JlF Mll PM 
Means 48.16 53.29 53-95 5!t-33 62.0Y: 
FIVE PEROEIJT LEVEL 
2 3 4 5 
Duncan• s factGr 2.77 2.92 3.02 3.09 
Least significant 
difference 6.20 6.54 6.76 6.92 
Oategor;r KF1 Ii'F llF lOl Fll 
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6 
4·04 
9-04 
PF' 
64.70 
6 
3.15 
7.05 
FF' 
Means 48.16 53.29 53.95 5!1:·33 62.oY: 6!1:.zo 
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ABSTRACT 
In this study an attempt has been made to test hypotheses 
based on personality theory regarding the relationship between 
identification with a parent in the nuclear family and its 
effect on subsequent occupational choice. In addition, the 
relationship of recalled parent-child climate to identification 
and occupational choice was also investigated. 
Typically, in our culture, we find children identifying 
to a greater degree with the same-sex parent. In addition, we 
find certain occupations in our culture which are typed as being 
characteristically more masculine or feminine. Yet each con-
tains members of both sexes, albeit in different proportions. 
It was, therefore, considered valuable to measure parental 
identification of both these sexes in the same occupational 
categories to determine the role parental identification, either 
same-sex or cross-sex, plays in the occupational choice process. 
Using the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values, we 
compared the value systems of 96 carefully screened college 
students, both male and female, with those of both of their 
parents. The students were further divided equally into four 
sex-occupation categories according to college major: males 
in engineering (MM), females in engineering (FM), males in 
elementary education (MF), and females in elementary education 
(FF). The differences in value scores between subjects and 
each parent, the measure of derived identification, were 
statistically analyzed to test predictions derived from the 
first hypothesis. 
Hypothesis 1: Occupations are chosen which represent the 
sex-type of the parent with whom there is greater identifica-
tion in the nuclear family. 
Predictions: 
1. Girls choosing feminine oriented 
occupations will show a greater 
identification with their mothers 
than girls choosing masculine 
oriented occupations. 
2. Boys choosing feminine oriented 
occupations will show a greater 
identification with their mothers 
than boys choosing masculine 
oriented occupations. 
3. Girls and boys choosing feminine 
oriented occupations will show a 
greater identification with their 
mothers than with their fathers. 
4. Girls and boys choosing masculine 
oriented occupations will show a 
greater identification with their 
fathers than with their mothers. 
Hypothesis 1 was supported by the data, and all predictions 
were confirmed. In addition, having successfully established 
the validity of the first hypothesis, data from each subject, 
derived from the Roe-Siege~an Parent-Child Relations scale, 
measuring recalled parent-child climate, were statistically 
analyzed to test the support of the second hypothesis. 
Hypothesis 2: Greater identification in the nuclear family 
is more likely to occur between a child and that parent whose 
relationship is characterized by the child as being warmer. 
Overall analysis of grouped data for all categories yielded 
results which were significant for the combined categories, 
although when separated into individual categories, significant 
results were not obtained. The overall tests or signiricance 
do support the second hypothesis on a limited basis. 
It was concluded rrom this study that greater identirica-
tion by a child with the same or opposite-sex parent in the 
nuclear ramily is related to the later choice or occupation. 
Occupations are chosen which represent the sex-type or the 
parent with Whom there is greater identirication. Additional 
analysis of data showed that although parent-child climate did 
relate signiricantly to the identirication process, parent-
child climate in and or itselr was not directly related to 
occupational choice as rar as the categories employed in this 
study were concerned. 
